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Abstract 
 

Gesture as a Dialogic Resource in STEM Instructional Interactions 
 

by 
 

Virginia J. Flood 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Education 
 

University of California, Berkeley 
 

Professor Dor Abrahamson, Chair 
 
 

When science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) students and educators 
interact, they draw on a variety of multimodal communicative resources including gesture, 
prosody, facial expression, gaze, and body positioning. This dissertation examines how educators 
and learners take up and interact with each other’s multimodal utterances in mathematics and 
computer science learning settings. 

Using multimodal microanalysis of video, I identify and characterize new forms and 
functions of gesture as a dialogic resource in these settings, building on previous work on 
dialogic gesture in different contexts. My analyses are informed by ethnomethodology and 
conversation analysis (EMCA) and the Co-Operative Action Framework, which provide key 
theoretical tools for understanding how participants reuse and transform components of each 
other’s multimodal utterances to make meaning together. 

This dissertation contains three papers. The first paper investigates different ways 
educators can repeat and reformulate learners’ gestures and speech in order to help learners make 
connections between their ideas and more formal ways of describing those ideas mathematically. 
My second paper explores how dialogic gesture functions to organize a common pattern of 
classroom dialogue—the Initiation-Response-Evaluation/Follow-up (IRE/F) sequence—and 
supports the co-construction of public knowledge in programming classrooms. Finally, my third 
paper builds on the previous two by illustrating additional ways educators attend to and engage 
with students’ multimodally-expressed ideas to help lead children towards new mathematical 
discoveries. 

Overall, this dissertation contributes to learning theory by broadening our understanding 
of multimodal communication in STEM education. More specifically, it demonstrates the 
important roles dialogic gesture can play in STEM instruction, and it shows how responsiveness 
to students’ gestures is beneficial for learning mathematics and computer science. Numerous 
strategies for using dialogic gesture are provided that educators can adopt. 
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1 Introduction 

Children learn science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) through social 
interactions with more capable others (Lemke, 1990; Mortimer & Scott, 2003; Newman et al., 
1989; Saxe, 2012). These interactions can arise one-on-one with educators (e.g., Fox, 1993), 
through whole-class discussions (e.g., Ball, 1993), and even between peers in small groups (e.g., 
Barron, 2009). Investigating how social interactions create opportunities for STEM learning 
builds on the seminal work of Lev Vygotsky who theorized that culturally determined ways of 
understanding and organizing the world emerge on the inter-personal plane (Vygotsky, 1978). To 
appreciate how social interactions give rise to learning, we must study the fine details of 
communicational processes that allow participants to work towards intersubjective 
understandings (Stone, 1993; Wertsch, 1985). This dissertation contributes to a body of scholarly 
work devoted to better understanding and characterizing the nature of social interactions that 
create or constrain opportunities for learning STEM.   

When educators and students interact, they do not just use talk. They draw on a host of 
multimodal communicational resources such as gesture, facial expressions, prosody, and 
demonstrative action with objects, among many others (e.g., C. Goodwin, 2018). Multimodal 
communicational resources play many important roles in STEM learning and teaching (Roth, 
2001). Gesture, the visible communicative action of the hands (Kendon, 2004), is especially 
critical for collaboratively imagining (Murphy, 2004) the dynamic and complex phenomena of 
STEM together (Alac & Hutchins, 2004; Becvar et al., 2005). Both educators and learners use 
gestures for a variety of purposes, including depicting difficult-to-describe objects and processes 
(e.g., Kress et al., 2001), animating graphs and diagrams (e.g., Yoon et al., 2011), highlighting 
aspects of the environment (C. Goodwin, 1994), and tying together long explanations (e.g., 
Nathan & Alibali, 2011).  

Although gesture in STEM learning and teaching is well-studied, more work is needed to 
understand the ways educators and learners take up and interact with each other’s multimodal 
utterances. The three papers in this dissertation examine how gestures are used as a dialogic 
resource in instructional interactions in mathematics and computer science. To understand the 
dialogicality of gestures, I look at the ways that gestures, as part of multimodal utterances, are 
reciprocally shaped, or interanimated, by other multimodal utterances. This perspective on 
dialogicality comes from the work of Mikhail Bakhtin (1981). However, my own understanding 
of Bakhtin’s dialogism has been influenced by the work of James Wertsch (1985), Timothy 
Koschmann (1999), Charles and Marjorie Goodwin (C. Goodwin, 2018; M. H. Goodwin & 
Cekaite, 2018), and Per Linell (2009). My interest in dialogic gesture was inspired by two 
previous studies in educational settings: Koschmann and LeBaron (2002) studied the 
“conversations of gesture” (a phrase borrowed from Mead, 1910) that took place in medical 
school when learners repeated each other’s gestures to co-construct explanations, and Arnold 
investigated the dialogicality of gesture in bicycle repair shops where learners repeated their 
instructor’s gestures (2012). The goal of my dissertation is to build from these studies and 
explore additional forms and functions of dialogic gesture in STEM learning. 

Each of my papers draws on Goodwin’s Co-Operative Action Framework (2018) and 
ethnomethodology and conversation analysis (EMCA; Mondada, 2019). EMCA provides a 
methodological and theoretical approach for understanding social order as a contingent, local 
production of the interactional work of participants (J. Heritage, 1984b; Rawls, 2002). It attempts 
to understand how social realities are co-accomplished moment-by-moment, by investigating the 
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fine details of participants’ efforts to build, monitor, maintain, and repair intersubjective 
meanings (Schegloff, 1991). The Co-Operative Action Framework (C. Goodwin, 2018) builds on 
EMCA by focusing special attention on the ways in which participants take up and transform 
each other’s multimodal contributions to build meaning together. Each multimodal utterance a 
participant contributes is a substrate that can be broken down, reused, and reshaped in the 
process of co-constructing new ideas from old ones (ibid).  

As a result, both EMCA and the Co-Operative Action Framework are key perspectives 
for understanding how utterances are reciprocally shaped by one another, i.e., how they are 
dialogic. In addition, EMCA and the Co-Operative Action Framework advocate for paying 
attention to all of the methods and resources participants recruit and treat as meaningful, 
including gesture, gaze, demonstrative action with objects, body position, prosody, talk, and 
many others (C. Goodwin, 2018; Mondada, 2019). Meaning-making is considered to be a 
dialogic process distributed across different people, their bodies, and the socio-material 
environments they are embedded in.  

The first paper in my dissertation provides a framework for understanding how dialogic 
gesture between educators and learners can give rise to zones of proximal development. I show 
how there are many ways that educators can repeat and reformulate learners’ multimodal 
utterances, including repeating and modifying students’ gestures in order to support learning. 
This study examines the case of tutorial interactions with technology designed to incorporate the 
body into learning about ratios and proportion, called the Mathematical Imagery Trainer for 
Proportion (MIT-P; Howison et al., 2011). I argue that multimodal revoicing provides a learning 
mechanism for linking learners’ embodied experiences (e.g., the sensation of “faster”) with the 
culturally sanctioned mathematical ways of organizing those experiences (e.g., a definition of 
faster as more distance traveled in the same amount of time). This paper also demonstrates how 
ethnomethodology and conversation analysis as well as the Co-Operative Action Framework 
provide a uniquely-suited analytic orientation for understanding this process, since they focus on 
the fine details of the actual practical methods people use to procedurally achieve 
intersubjectivity.  

The second paper investigates the role of dialogic gesture in Initiation-Response-
Evaluation/Follow-up (IRE/F) sequences during whole-class discussions in programming 
classrooms. I demonstrate how instructors and students use gesture during all parts of IRE/F 
sequences to coordinate how these sequences unfold. First, I show how in Initiations, instructors 
use gesture to cue students about the product, method, or format of the answer they are looking 
for. These gestured hints are often performed in response to students’ displayed difficulties in 
answering, and students take them up to respond. In Responses, students use gesture to signal 
when they have a candidate answer, to repair problems in hearing and understanding answers, 
and to co-construct answers with instructors. Finally, in instructors’ Evaluation and Follow-up 
turns, I show how instructors repeat students’ gestures, add new gestures to illustrate student 
responses, and elaborate students’ gestures by adding additional gesture phrases. In each case, 
instructors’ and students’ gestures are used dialogically during Initiations, Responses, and 
Follow-ups to accomplish these sequences.  

Finally, the third paper demonstrates how educators can elicit and engage with learners’ 
multimodally-expressed ideas. This work takes place in the context of tutorials with the same 
embodied learning technology for mathematics used for the first study. I present three 
multimodal ways in which educators can be responsive to learners’ embodied ideas and help 
them transform embodied experiences into mathematically significant perceptions. These 
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techniques include: (1) encouraging learners to use gesture to express and reflect on their ideas; 
(2) presenting multimodal candidate understandings to check comprehension of learners’ 
embodied ideas; and (3) co-constructing multimodally-expressed embodied ideas with learners. I 
demonstrate how these techniques create opportunities for learning, and I discuss implications 
for a multimodal, embodied practice of responsive teaching. 
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2 Multimodal revoicing as an interactional mechanism for connecting scientific and 
everyday concepts1 

2.1 Multimodal revoicing and dialogic gesture 
The first paper in my dissertation sets the stage for the following studies by providing a 

framework for how dialogic gesture can be a resource for learning in social interactions. This 
framework synthesizes perspectives from sociocultural studies, Goodwin’s Co-Operative Action 
Framework, and ethnomethodology and conversation analysis (EMCA). In the paper, I focus on 
multimodal revoicing interactions where educators repeat and reformulate learners’ multimodal 
utterances, including gestures. I examine a case of a complex form of multimodal revoicing 
where different aspects of a learner’s multimodally-expressed idea are selectively omitted, 
repeated, modified, and elaborated in gesture and speech. Through this revoicing interaction 
involving dialogic gesture, the student is able to connect her embodied experiences using the 
Mathematical Imagery Trainer for Proportion (MIT-P) with a more canonical mathematical way 
of describing that experience. 

2.2 Introduction 
It is now widely accepted that scientific and mathematical ways of thinking grow out of 

our embodied experiences in the world (e.g., Abrahamson & Lindgren, 2014; C. Goodwin, 2018; 
Saxe, 2012). However, the social interactional mechanisms through which learners come to 
organize the particularities of their embodied experiences (e.g., a feeling of going faster) with 
standard, generalized formalisms of disciplinary mathematics and science (e.g., faster as more 
distance traveled in the same period of time) are still largely unexamined (Saxe et al., 2015).  

In this paper, I explore how dialogic gesture (Arnold, 2012) between adults and children 
serves as an important interactional mechanism for reconciling embodied experiences with 
culturally specified ways of organizing those experiences. Drawing on Wertsch’s and 
Koschmann’s elaborations of Vygotsky and Bakhtin, I propose that to understand this process, 
we have to better understand the basic dialogic mechanisms people have for building and 
maintaining intersubjectivity together. I argue that ethnomethodological conversation analysis 
and Goodwin’s Co-Operative Action Framework (2013, 2018) provide a uniquely-suited analytic 
orientation for uncovering these mechanisms through the discovery of the fine details of the 
actual practical methods people use to procedurally achieve intersubjectivity. To advance this 
argument, I demonstrate how revoicing, when treated as a multimodal form of co-operative 
action, can take a variety of different forms that pose semiotic challenges (Wertsch, 1985), 
inviting children to organize the world in culturally specific ways.  

2.3 Vygotsky’s spontaneous and scientific concepts and Wertsch’s semiotic challenges 
For Vygotsky, the process of reconciling subjective experiences with culturally 

sanctioned methods for organizing those experiences was fundamental to human development 
(Vygotsky, 1986). Vygotsky saw this process as a bidirectional integration of two distinct forms 
of awareness—spontaneous and scientific concepts—which reciprocally shape one another 
throughout a person’s lifetime. Spontaneous concepts describe the “everyday,” natural, or 
unschooled ways of organizing and interpreting experiences. Scientific concepts, on the other 
                                                
1 This paper first appeared in Human Development 2018;61:145–173 DOI: 10.1159/000488693; 
Published online: July 24, 2018, © 2018 S. Karger AG, Basel. 
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hand, are formally specified, sanctioned ways of organizing the world that belong to particular 
communities or disciplines and must be handed down through cultural history from generation to 
generation. 

Vygotsky never developed specific, mechanistic accounts of precisely how the 
bidirectional linkage he described takes place (Stone, 1993; Wertsch, 1985). However, he did 
specify an arena for this process: The two forms of awareness can only be brought together 
through social encounters with more culturally competent members of society. Sociocultural 
studies of cognitive development have since produced numerous accounts of how newcomers 
(e.g., children, apprentices, students, etc.) gradually come to engage in a community’s valued 
practices and adopt its cultural forms (e.g., counting systems; Saxe, 2012) through social 
participation with old-timers (e.g., caregivers, instructors, more experienced practitioners, etc.; 
Lave & Wenger, 1991; Newman, Griffin, & Cole, 1989; Rogoff, 1990; Saxe, 2012). 

Much of this work characterizes broad patterns of reoccurring interaction, activity, and 
features of learning communities that give rise to development, especially over diachronic scales 
of time. For example, Saxe and colleagues (2015) provide a longitudinal illustration of how 
reoccurring, routinized collective classroom practices like “correcting the teacher” provide 
repeated opportunities for students to connect embodied experiences with cultural formalisms 
over time. However, they argue that there is much left to uncover about how social interactions 
between adults and children can create ecologies for scientific and spontaneous concepts to 
shape one another. Saxe et al. (2015) join a growing group of scholars who argue that more 
microanalytic investigations of the fine details of social interactions are necessary to understand 
this process (e.g., Koschmann & Zemel, 2014; Macbeth, 2011; Roth & Thom, 2009). 

Wertsch (1980, 1985) long ago argued for the importance of microanalytic investigations 
of the interactions between adults and children. His work contributes some of the most important 
elaborations of Vygotsky’s scholarship (Saxe, 2008) and draws on Bakhtin and Rommetveit to 
extend Vygotsky’s claims about the role of social interaction in development. In particular, 
Wertsch proposed that the key to understanding how children adopt culturally appropriate 
perspectives is a better understanding of the ordinary (and not necessarily pedagogical) 
mechanisms for achieving and maintaining intersubjectivity in interaction (Wertsch, 1985). He 
argued that understanding these processes requires revealing and understanding the precise 
communicational mechanisms that adults and children use to establish the mutual intelligibility 
necessary for coordinating activity together when they approach situations with distinct 
perspectives. 

Following Rommetveit, Wertsch argued that “temporarily shared social realities” are 
“established and continually modified by acts of communication” (Rommetveit, 1979, as quoted 
by Wertsch, 1985, p. 160). In any situation within the social and material ecologies people find 
themselves inhabiting together, there are innumerable potentially relevant features and ways of 
interpreting objects and events. Through dialogue, adults and children negotiate, “create and 
foreground perspectives on reality” (Wertsch, 1980. p. 150). In particular, they are “constantly 
defining and redefining the relevant aspects of reality” (Wertsch, 1980, p. 161; my italics) for 
understanding the situation at hand from a more culturally competent perspective. Particular 
organizational features of interactional sequences—e.g., modulating ways of referring to 
objects—pose what Wertsch calls semiotic challenges that “lure” children into culturally 
sanctioned ways of organizing their experiences (i.e., adopting culturally appropriate definitions 
of situations; Wertsch, 1985, p. 176). 
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To illustrate how modulating references to objects poses a semiotic challenge, Wertsch 
describes the case of a mother and her young child working together to assemble a truck puzzle 
from a collection of wooden pieces. Mother and child demonstrate different interpretations of 
what they are doing to one another: The child invites his mother to see the wood pieces as 
“crackers,” while his mother points and refers to them by their intended role within the truck 
puzzle (e.g., disk-shaped pieces can be seen as “wheels”). The negotiation of how to refer to the 
wood pieces creates a semiotic challenge that provides an opportunity for the child to see these 
objects in a culturally specific way: How they are meant to be seen as pieces for assembling the 
truck puzzle (Wertsch, 1985). The child is thus invited to perceive these objects from the adult’s 
perspective as part of a cultural form (a truck puzzle, not make-believe food) as they build the 
puzzle together. 

Stone (1993) joined Wertsch in advocating for a more careful articulation of the precise 
communicative mechanisms involved in adult-child interactions while critiquing the popular 
oversimplified metaphor of scaffolding. He described several overlooked interactional 
mechanisms in ordinary conversation that have the potential to pose semiotic challenges. One of 
these mechanisms is prolepsis, first documented by Rommetveit as a general conversational 
practice where listeners, when faced with an initial underspecified utterance, are able to infer the 
perspective of the speaker by seeking out the meaning of the original utterance in the subsequent, 
unfolding interaction. Stone noted that when adults and children are engaged in a task, an adult 
may give a child a directive that presupposes the child has the same perspective of the task goals 
and methods for achieving those goals as the adult. If the child does not follow through, the adult 
may further specify the nature of the directive, breaking it down into smaller components. 
Through this juxtaposition of a vague directive and subsequent specific instructions for 
accomplishing the task, the child can begin to appreciate the sense of the initial directive from 
the adult’s perspective on the task. 

Wertsch’s and Stone’s classic arguments strongly motivate the need to better understand 
the vast array of mundane interactional work participants do to build intersubjectivity in order to 
understand how scientific and spontaneous concepts become linked in social interaction. 
Erickson—another early advocate for the microanalyses of interactional processes in learning 
and development—argues that only a very small amount of the interactional mechanisms 
involved in learning, teaching, and development has been characterized (Erickson, 2011). 
Echoing an argument made by Schegloff (1996) about interaction, Lindwall and Lymer (2008) 
also lament that the bulk of what is going on during the mundane, not-easily-classifiable social 
activity of instructional interactions has been left largely unexamined. It remains like 90% of the 
physical matter in the universe—dark and unaccounted for. Ethnomethodological conversation 
analysis and Co-Operative Action offer a critical framework for illuminating this dark matter. 

2.4 Ethnomethodological conversation analysis and Co-Operative Action 
The central concern of ethnomethodological conversation analysis (EMCA) is 

uncovering the fine details of participants’ actual, in situ methods for building and maintaining 
intersubjectivity (J. Heritage, 1984b; Mondada, 2012). As such, EMCA provides a powerful 
analytic orientation for Wertsch’s and Stone’s specifications for how to investigate the 
bidirectional linkage of scientific and spontaneous concepts in social interaction. 

One of EMCA’s greatest contributions has been revealing the architecture of producing 
intersubjectivity that is built into how we conduct interaction together (J. Heritage, 1984b; 
Schegloff, 1991). In focused encounters (Goffman, 2013), we carefully monitor one another and 
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shape our contributions accordingly. Every utterance or action we make provides a witnessable 
display of our current analysis of what we take to be going on and what we project is relevant to 
happen next. We design our own utterances or actions in response to our interlocutor’s displayed 
analyses that we have witnessed in their prior or ongoing utterances. In this way, the mutual 
intelligibility of situations is an ongoing achievement that unfolds through time, moment-by-
moment, built both simultaneously and sequentially with the local resources at hand (e.g., turns 
at talk, spatial arrangements, materials, and bodies—including gestures, posture, and facial 
expressions) through a relentless process of incremental, public displays of revisions and 
ratifications of meaning (Garfinkel, 1967; Sacks et al., 1974; Streeck et al., 2011). 

While EMCA has outlined this architecture as the general machinery for achieving 
intersubjectivity in interaction, EMCA’s true project lies in discovering and characterizing the 
fine particulars of how this machinery is embodied in actual circumstances: How are situated, 
interactional resources mobilized to create scenic displays of the sense these participants are 
making of this situation in order to coordinate this specific course of action together? As 
Garfinkel, the founder of ethnomethodology argued again and again, these particulars cannot be 
imagined or hypothesized in the abstract, they can only be discovered “just-in-any-actual case” 
(Garfinkel, 1996, p. 7) of interaction (e.g., in the case of the mother and her child assembling the 
truck puzzle). Uncovering the specific resources and precise procedures that allow us to engage 
in mutually intelligible courses of action together makes it possible to understand how 
intersubjectivity is achieved and maintained in any actual case. 

In particular, the extensive work of Koschmann and colleagues in teaching hospitals 
demonstrates that EMCA is a powerful tool for investigating the procedural, praxeological nature 
of intersubjectivity in instructional settings. By examining the fine details of participants’ 
interactional work to coordinate their activity together, Koschmann and colleagues show how 
occasions are produced where less experienced practitioners are able to develop understandings 
of the world that begin to more closely resemble their mentors’ (Koschmann et al., 2007, 2011; 
Koschmann & Zemel, 2014; Zemel & Koschmann, 2014). 

Goodwin’s Co-Operative Action Framework (C. Goodwin, 2013, 2018) elaborates 
EMCA and posits that in order to coordinate any concerted activity together in the world (e.g., 
performing a surgical procedure, assembling a puzzle), participants build new actions and 
utterances by recycling and reassembling elements of each other’s prior actions and utterances. 
With respect to learning, Goodwin argues that “the process through which skilled, knowing 
members are shaped within communities… is frequently accomplished through the more general 
practices participants use to build co-operative action in concert with each other” (C. Goodwin, 
2018, p. 12, my italics). In any interaction, participants work to make how they are 
understanding the world in front of them available to one another by mobilizing a diverse array 
of mutually-elaborating multimodal semiotic resources (e.g., gesture, demonstrative action with 
tools, gaze, prosody, talk, etc., C. Goodwin, 2000). Each new, subsequent action is created by 
decomposing and reusing with transformation the public semiotic resources made available 
through prior (and sometimes simultaneous) actions. Goodwin argues that through these general 
practices, “pedagogy… emerges as a systematic consequence of the organization of co-operative 
action” (C. Goodwin, 2018, p. 12). 

Goodwin, like Wertsch and Stone, argues for the investigation of the ordinary 
interactional mechanisms of building intersubjectivity to understand instruction in the wild. 
Goodwin’s Co-Operative Action Framework extends Wertsch’s and Stone’s work by further 
illuminating how newcomers become knowledgeable, competent, and skilled members of their 
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communities: In his investigations of senior and junior scientists working together in the field 
(geologists: C. Goodwin, 2018; geochemists: C. Goodwin, 1997; and archeologists: e.g., C. 
Goodwin, 1994), Goodwin has uncovered a number of specific interactional mechanisms 
through which participants coordinate their attention to consequential structures in the 
environment, generating opportunities for an “education of attention” (Gibson, 1979). 

Goodwin argues that educating the attention of newcomers involves (1) positioning the 
environment for relevant forms of perception and action, (2) highlighting relevant features of 
newcomers’ embodied experiences in the environment for community-valued ways of perceiving 
the world, and (3) differentiating which aspects of sensuous experiences in the world are relevant 
for making certain typifications (i.e., the work of classifying and coding—determining “what 
kind of thing is this?” C. Goodwin, 2018, p. 361—which involves determining which features of 
sensuous experience—qualia—make something count as a token of an abstract type or category: 
Goodwin, 1994a, 1997b, 2007, 2018). Each of these activities is an interactional 
accomplishment. While working together in face-to-face arrangements to carry out a 
community’s consequential work (e.g., identifying patterns in the soil as evidence of ancient 
buildings: C. Goodwin, 2007; performing a chemical reaction: C. Goodwin, 1997b; or 
scrutinizing a rock to decide whether more samples should be taken from the area: C. Goodwin, 
2018), newcomers and more senior members closely monitor both each other and the 
environment they act in (e.g., a patch of soil, a vat of a chemical reaction in a lab, a rock selected 
from a mountainside). Through this mutual monitoring, seniors can attend to newcomers’ public 
displays of attention as they participate in activities together and can work to finely calibrate 
newcomers’ attention to just-what-is-relevant in that moment for the task at hand (C. Goodwin, 
1994a, 1997b, 2007, 2018). These calibrations lead to progressive refinements in meaning, 
allowing newcomers to reconcile their experiences with culturally specified ways of acting in 
and perceiving the world that are necessary for being seen as a competent member of that 
community. This is only possible in the moment through interactions that emerge from organic 
efforts to build and maintain intersubjectivity. Thus, Goodwin views this interactional process of 
reconciling spontaneous and scientific concepts as a “simultaneous pedagogy” (C. Goodwin, 
2018, p. 317). 

Underlying Wertsch’s and Stone’s classic elaborations of Vygotsky, as well as 
Koschmann’s and Goodwin’s contemporary investigations of instruction, is what Koschmann 
(1999) calls a dialogic theory of learning. From this perspective, learning is understood to be a 
dynamic process where new meanings and temporarily shared realities are co-constructed and 
emerge moment by moment through ongoing courses of co-operative action. Thus, new 
meanings are dialogically organized through the process of different voices coming into contact 
and reciprocally shaping—or interanimating—each other (Bakhtin, 1981). Adopting this 
Bakhtinian perspective on meaning-making, learning becomes a near constant, dynamic, 
transactional process that emerges from the mundane methods and resources participants use to 
interactionally achieve intersubjectivity in the moment. 

In particular, we can see how in Goodwin’s investigations, Wertsch’s semiotic challenges 
arise through co-operative action: Through calibration and progressive refinements, newcomers 
are afforded opportunities to reconcile their embodied experiences (e.g., perceiving a variegated 
colored patch of soil) with a community’s consequential ways of organizing those experiences 
(e.g., recognizing a specific part of the patch as what an archeologist would call a “plough scar”). 
This calibrating of perception and action is always an interactional achievement, highly 
contingent on the unfolding task and the displays of understanding the newcomer makes 
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available in the moment. By exploring how instruction unfolds through the fine details of co-
operative action, we can shed light on the missing interactional mechanisms for Vygotsky’s 
bidirectional linking of spontaneous and scientific concepts. 

Synthesizing these dialogical approaches to understanding learning, I propose that to 
identify how semiotic challenges arise, it is crucial to focus our attention on the mundane, fine 
details of the interactional work participants do to shape each other’s perception and action in the 
world. Careful examinations of the unfolding, moment-by-moment structure of interactional 
sequences in face-to-face encounters between more experienced cultural members and less 
experienced members are essential for this project. 

2.5 Revoicing interactions as fertile territory for investigating semiotic challenges 
To demonstrate the utility of EMCA and the Co-Operative Action Framework for 

illuminating how semiotic challenges emerge, I analyze a familiar instructional sequence, the 
revoicing interaction. I show how the unexamined and hidden complexities of revoicing 
interactions—which only come into relief when we examine how they unfold in their situated 
detail—provide opportunities for newcomers to connect spontaneous and scientific concepts. 

First discovered by O’Connor and Michaels (1993, 1996), revoicing describes any 
combination of repeating (reporting or restating verbatim), reformulating (modifying content of), 
and/or elaborating (adding new content to) learners’ contributions during interactions. Revoicing 
occurs in many educational contexts (from kindergarten—Enyedy, 2005—to undergraduates—
Flood et al., 2015) and across a wide variety of subjects (from mathematics—Krussel & 
Edwards, 2004—and science—e.g., Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2007—to second-language learning—
e.g., Park, 2013—and liberal arts seminars—Parsons, 2017). Scholars argue that revoicing is 
pedagogically advantageous because it can (1) promote deeper full-class exploration of student-
generated ideas (Forman & Ansell, 2002), (2) highlight particular elements of student ideas 
while backgrounding other elements (Nam et al., 2008), (3) extend and reshape the content of 
student contributions to resemble disciplinarily normative concepts (Eckert & Nilsson, 2015), (4) 
help students adopt disciplinarily normative language and representations (Forman & 
Larreamendy-Joerns, 1998), and (5) promote participation by explicitly valuing and soliciting 
student contributions (Strom et al., 2001). 

Forman and Larreamendy-Joerns (1998) were first to demonstrate one way revoicing 
interactions can provide a means for students to connect spontaneous with scientific concepts 
about argumentation. Drawing on Grice’s work on conversational implicatures (1989), they 
show how everyday ideas about sufficient explanation or argumentation are vastly different than 
what is considered a sufficient mathematical or scientific argument. In the revoicing interactions 
they examined, a teacher reformulated students’ arguments by replacing indexical terms with 
specialized vocabulary and adding clearer articulations of premises to the initial contributions. 
Forman and Larreamendy-Joerns proposed that these reformulations function as meta-messages 
for students, helping students recognize the need to be more explicit when making mathematical 
arguments, even though this hyper-explicitness violates normal conversational expectations 
(Grice, 1989). After their arguments were revoiced, students designed subsequent contributions 
to more closely resemble the style of formal mathematical arguments modeled in the teacher’s 
revoicing turn. 

Forman and Larreamendy-Joern’s investigation shows how revoicing interactions can 
create semiotic challenges. Revoicing interactions are a clear case of co-operative action: 
Semiotic resources are recycled and transformed to build new contributions and provide 
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opportunities for students to reconcile everyday understandings with the specialized practices 
and ways of thinking that belong to specific cultures. Thus, the mundane interactional resources 
and methods that accomplish revoicing interactions warrant closer investigation. 

From the perspective of EMCA and the Co-Operative Action Framework, however, the 
investigations reviewed above are significantly limited because they approach revoicing as a 
strictly verbal phenomenon. By focusing on talk alone, the role of the body and the material 
environment in revoicing is left unexamined. EMCA and Co-Operative Action studies have 
established that participants constantly mobilize a variety of multimodal semiotic resources in 
conjunction with verbal content to coordinate concerted courses of intelligible action together, 
including prosody, gesture, body posture, manipulating materials, and gaze (C. Goodwin, 2000; 
Luff & Heath, 2015; Mondada, 2016; Streeck et al., 2011). 

Past studies of revoicing tend to reduce interactions to participants’ talk alone. The role 
that bodily communicative resources and material features of the environment play in shaping 
these interactions is entirely ignored or only sporadically included. This omission reflects a 
general theme in investigations of interactional sequences in classroom discourse, tutoring, and 
dyadic caregiver-child interactions. Without considering embodied action in the material 
environment, many resources that participants use while working to achieve intersubjectivity are 
not available for analysis and remain unexplored. Following McDermott, Gospodinoff and Aron 
(1978), we need to create more “ethnographically adequate” accounts of revoicing and other 
familiar instructional interactional sequences. Such accounts seek to recover and preserve the 
role all semiotic resources play in how participants achieve “temporarily shared social realities.” 
To better understand how semiotic challenges arise through co-operative action in familiar 
interactional sequences like revoicing, we must reexamine these sequences with an eye towards 
ethnographic adequacy. 

2.6 Towards an investigation of dialogic gesture in teaching and learning 
A growing body of literature in STEM education illuminates how embodied and material 

resources play a critical role in social meaning-making practices. Learners use embodied 
semiotic resources to share, negotiate, and refine emerging ideas with peers and teachers 
(Crowder, 1996; Flood et al., 2015; Scherr et al., 2013; Wittmann et al., 2013). The body 
becomes a particularly valuable resource for imagining together (Flood et al., 2016; Nemirovsky 
et al., 2012) when students do not yet share conventionalized vocabularies, symbols, or diagrams 
for articulating emergent ideas (Roth & Lawless, 2002; Roth & Welzel, 2001). Radford, in 
particular, has demonstrated that gestures are key for achieving temporary yet durable 
stabilizations of meaning as part of the process of objectifying and generalizing emergent 
mathematical ideas (e.g., Radford, 2003, 2009). Researchers have also documented numerous 
ways in which instructors use gestures and other forms of embodied, multimodal semiotic 
resources. For example, mathematics teachers create visible links between diagrams and other 
inscriptions with gesture (Alibali et al., 2014) and repeat their own gestures (McNeill, 2000) to 
build coherence through long explanations (Nathan & Alibali, 2011). In science, instructors use 
gestures and bodily performances to animate and highlight features of inscriptions and models 
while explaining complex scientific phenomena (e.g., Kress, Jewitt, Ogborn, & Tsatsarelis, 2001; 
Pozzer-Ardenghi & Roth, 2007). 

While the investigations reviewed above illustrate how teachers and learners use a 
diverse array of multimodal semiotic resources in instructional settings, the bulk of this 
scholarship focuses on how individual utterances in isolation convey teacher-generated insight 
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or student-generated insight. The ways in which instructors’ and learners’ multimodal semiotic 
resources come into contact and interanimate one another—that is, how they are dialogic 
(Bahktin, 1981; Arnold, 2012)—has received little attention in educational studies. Following 
Goodwin, we must explore how instructors and students reuse parts of multimodal utterances and 
actions and transform them into something new. These forms of multimodal dialogicality in 
instructional interactional sequences require further examination to appreciate how semiotic 
challenges arise to provide opportunities for linking spontaneous and scientific concepts. 

Studies of situated, embodied social interaction in a variety of settings—from family 
dinners to scientific laboratories—suggest that participants are responsive to multimodal 
semiotic components in one another’s utterances and regularly use them to build their own 
utterances. For example, participants recognizably repeat gestures produced by antecedent 
speakers to create visible demonstrations that they are tracking and grasping prior utterances 
(named a “return gesture” by De Fornel, 1992). Lerner (2002) also documented how participants 
exhibit recognition and understanding of speakers’ ongoing stories by reproducing embodied 
depictions that match the original story tellers’. Kimbara (2006) coined the term gesture 
mimicking to describe this practice. Gesture mimicking is not always affiliative: Repeating 
another’s gestures can be used to intentionally mock someone (e.g., M. H. Goodwin & Alim, 
2010). Gesture mimicking is also found in professional settings to build cohesion across 
complex, collaboratively negotiated ideas (Wardak, 2016) (e.g., scientists proposing and building 
theories together, Becvar, Hollan, & Hutchins, 2005, or confirming they are interpreting physical 
phenomena in the same way, C. Goodwin, 2018). 

Gesture mimicking is also found in a wide variety of instructional settings. Medical 
students repeat each other’s gestures to build collaborative explanations (Koschmann & 
LeBaron, 2002). Students also repeat each other’s gestures to build arguments together 
(Rasmussen et al., 2004) and develop shared representations like maps (Enyedy, 2005). In 
addition, students also mimic teacher gestures: LeBaron and Streeck (2000) found that students 
copied their instructor’s gestures in discussions of building features to demonstrate their 
understanding. Arnold, studying bicycle repair workshops, documented a similar phenomenon 
where trainees recognizably reproduced gestures to match their trainers’ gestures during 
explanations of repair technique (Arnold, 2012). She argued that gesture mimicking is a way in 
which embodied action and gesture are dialogic, coining the terms dialogic embodied action and 
dialogic gesture. 

Instructors also mimic students’ gestures and embodied actions as part of revoicing. This 
practice serves a variety of different purposes in different settings. For example, dance 
instructors use bodily quotes—full-body reenactments—of students’ dance moves to correct and 
adjust students’ technique (Keevallik, 2010). Instructors also repeat students’ gestures to check 
their understanding of their students’ ideas in the moment (Flood et al., 2015, 2016). 

Another important purpose of teachers’ gesture mimicking is to make connections salient 
between embodied action and specialized terminology. In second language classrooms, Majlesi 
found that instructors repeat students’ gestured actions to connect new or missing vocabulary 
terms to the actions they depicted (Majlesi, 2015). Shein discovered a similar phenomenon in a 
geometry class for second language learners and was the first to label this practice multimodal 
revoicing (Shein, 2012). She found that when students used gestures while explaining their 
mathematical procedures, their teacher repeated their gestures and supplied mathematically 
normative verbal descriptors for the items they depicted. Outside of second-language learning 
contexts, Arzarello, Paola, Robutti, and Sabena (2009) have also described how mathematics 
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instructors recognizably reproduce students’ gestures to affix them with a more conventional 
mathematical term for the depicted phenomenon. 

In the form of multimodal revoicing that previous authors have described, teachers 
“translate” students’ gestures into culturally standard terms by repeating the gesture and 
elaborating the student’s original verbal description. When the normative vocabulary for the 
phenomenon the gesture depicted is supplied, students are afforded an opportunity to make 
connections between the new term and their original idea via the visible bridge supplied by the 
repeated gesture (Shein, 2012; Majlesi, 2015). 

2.7 Towards understanding new forms of dialogicality in multimodal revoicing 
In each of the previously observed cases of dialogic embodied action described above, a 

first participant’s gesture or embodied action was reproduced essentially intact and without 
significant variation by other participants. That is, the reproduced gestures were designed to be 
seen as identical to a preceding gesture in efforts to either build cohesion across an explanation, 
demonstrate understanding, affix new terminology to, or mock an action. However, the Co-
Operative Action Framework suggests that there are likely many other subtle ways in which 
participants might decompose, reuse, and transform embodied, semiotic resources. 

 
Table 1. A 4 × 4 matrix of possible forms of multimodal revoicing 

 repeat 
gesture 

omit 
gesture 

elaborate 
gesture 

modify 
gesture 

repeat 
talk 

    

omit 
talk 

    

elaborate 
talk 

    

modify 
talk 

    

 
Because there are multiple possible forms that dialogic embodied action can take, the 

pedagogical multimodal revoicing interactions Shein, Arzarello, and others have described 
represent just one among many possible forms of multimodal revoicing: A student’s gesture is 
repeated, and the student’s original verbal description is elaborated by adding new terminology. 
We could call this form of multimodal revoicing gestural repetition co-timed with elaborated 
verbal content. However, if we consider that the content of gesture and talk in multimodal 
revoicing may each vary along four dimensions, i.e., (1) Repeated verbatim, (2) omitted totally, 
(3) elaborated, or (4) selectively modified, we could imagine at least 15 possible new forms of 
multimodal revoicing emerging in a 4 x 4 matrix (Table 1). However, even this is just a coarse 
approximation of possibilities because there are many ways to decompose, modify, and 
reformulate a single gesture, and each deserves consideration as I discuss below. 
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When students share scientific and mathematical ideas, they often render them through 
elaborate choreographies of semiotic resources (C. Goodwin, 2018; Flood et al., 2016; 
Nemirovsky & Ferrara, 2009; Radford, 2009). Gestures, in particular, can be highly complex and 
often contain several distinct segments of movement, called phrases (Kendon, 2004) or strokes 
(McNeill, 1992). During each gesture phrase, the hands can transform into different shapes, 
adopt various orientations (e.g., palm down, palm up), be held at different distances from the 
body, incorporate objects, follow different trajectories through space, move at various speeds, or 
even momentarily freeze (Streeck, 2009). 

Because gestures can be so complex, there are a variety of ways that they could be 
recycled and transformed by others. A multi-phrased gesture can be reformulated by leaving out 
certain phrases or elaborated by adding new phrases. Individual phrases can be modified by 
changing the hand shape, altering the trajectory, or modifying the delivery speed. On top of this, 
any number of repeated, omitted, modified, or elaborated verbal phrases can be coordinated with 
any number of repeated, omitted, modified or elaborated gesture phrases. When we consider all 
of the intricacies of the embodied choreographies learners and instructors have at their disposal 
in revoicing interactions, we are confronted with an uncharted wealth of possibilities. A variety 
of new forms of multimodal revoicing are possible, whose affordances in pedagogical 
interactions are as yet unknown. In particular, how these forms of multimodal revoicing might be 
able to pose semiotic challenges for students by creating opportunities for them to link 
spontaneous ideas with scientific ideas is open for investigation. 

2.8 Connecting spontaneous and scientific concepts through multimodal revoicing  
In the remainder of this paper, I will present an example to illustrate how analyzing a 

familiar type of instructional sequence using EMCA and the Co-Operative Action Framework 
can reveal how a semiotic challenge arises through the dialogicality of multimodal semiotic 
resources. 

 
Figure 1. When the Mathematical Imagery Trainer for Proportion (MIT-P) is set to a 1:2 ratio, 

the screen is green only when the right hand remote is twice as high as the left hand remote; 
otherwise it is red. 

The episode is drawn from a video corpus of 23 task-based teaching interviews during 
which middle school students and adult tutors work with a technology-enabled embodied 
learning device for mathematics, called the Mathematical Imagery Trainer for Proportions (MIT-
P; Abrahamson et al., 2012). The MIT-P was designed to provide an interactive context for users 
to explore ideas about proportionality through sensorimotor activity. Users operate two 
independent, hand-held remotes to manipulate the heights of two corresponding cursors on a 
computer screen (see Figure 1). The system generates feedback by turning the screen green when 
the cursor heights correspond to a particular preset, concealed ratio (e.g., 1:2 in Figure 1). 
Whenever the cursor heights do not fulfill the secret ratio, the screen is red. 
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As they explore different methods for making the screen green, children are asked to 
share different patterns they notice and articulate different rules to explain their strategies. Tutors 
introduce a Cartesian grid and then numerals to label that grid. Students are encouraged to use 
these tools to generate more sophisticated quantitative models that account for the behavior of 
the device (Abrahamson et al., 2012). 

The MIT-P constitutes a complex, dynamic perceptual field of potentially relevant 
phenomena. Users discover many perceptual patterns (e.g., haptic, visual) in this phenomenal 
field of potential relevancies, but a key challenge is getting others—either peers or adult tutors—
to perceive these collections of features as significant patterns, as well. While working with the 
device, children share a variety of interesting discoveries and tackle many productive problems. 
For example, some children notice that there is a relationship between iterative addition and 
multiplication (Abrahamson et al., 2014). Other children make discoveries related to the idea of 
covariation (Flood et al., 2016). One problem related to covariation that frequently comes up is 
explaining why the two cursors move at different speeds to maintain a green screen. This diverse 
array of topics makes this video corpus a perspicuous setting (Garfinkel, 2002) for investigating 
interactional work between adults and children where cultural forms (e.g., scientific concepts 
like mathematical definitions) are connected with phenomenological experiences (e.g., everyday 
concepts like the sensation of speediness). 

2.8.1 Methods for examining multimodal revoicing interactions  
To study revoicing interactions with EMCA and the Co-Operative Action Framework, I 

used the Max Planck Institute’s video annotation software ELAN (Lausberg & Sloetjes, 2009) to 
elucidate the fine details of tutor and students’ practical interactional methods and the resources 
they use to build action together. A highly refined level of granularity is possible with ELAN. 
Short sequences of video are annotated across multiple “timeline tracks” to record how actions 
and utterances unfold frame by frame, through time. Each utterance is decomposed into a set of 
separate tracks for each parallel-unfolding semiotic resource. A track is made for talk, gaze, 
gesture, body posture, writing, recruitment of tools or object manipulation, and any other 
resources that emerge. A timeline track for a semiotic resource is then broken down into events 
over time. For example, a complex gesture can be separated into distinct phrases, hand shapes, 
hand orientations, and trajectories. Both simultaneously occurring and sequentially occurring 
relationships between different semiotic resources and their components can be recovered. For 
example, the gesture track might trace the distinct phrases and dynamically evolving hand shapes 
of a participant’s gesture over time. This track can then be compared vertically with other tracks 
to examine, for example, the precise temporal coordination of the gestural components and talk 
within this utterance. In addition, prosody was analyzed using Praat (Version 6.0.37). 

Decomposing revoicing interactions with ELAN was what initially enabled my discovery 
of the nuanced ways in which multimodal revoicing can take place. The rich variations and 
organization of these revoicing interactions, which had originally all been classified as “echoing” 
student ideas in a previous qualitative coding scheme (Abrahamson, Gutiérrez, Charoenying, et 
al., 2012), only became apparent when annotated in fine detail. 

2.8.2 Connecting the embodied experience of faster with a scientific description of faster 
The revoicing episode I examine occurs during a discussion about speed while a pair of 

fifth graders—Lilah and Gideon—and three tutors—Ted, Dejan, and Jorge—are working with 
the MIT-P (Figure 2). Lilah and Gideon have been exploring and experimenting with the MIT-P 
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for about 30 minutes. They have operated the remotes both independently and also sometimes as 
a team, where each operated a single remote at the same time. Unknown to the children, the 
MIT-P has been set to a 1:2 ratio where the right cursor must always be twice as high on the 
screen as the left cursor for the screen to turn green. 

 
Figure 2. Lilah and Gideon take a break from operating the MIT-P to discuss their strategy with 

tutors Jorge, Dejan, and Ted who is, at the moment, off-screen. 

So far, Lilah and Gideon have articulated several different strategies they discovered for 
turning the screen green. One strategy Gideon contributed involves moving the cursors 
continuously up the screen and always keeping the right-hand cursor “going up faster” (Gideon) 
than the left-hand cursor. The second strategy, which Lilah and Gideon described together, 
involves finding sets of discrete positions on the screen by ensuring that the right-hand cursor is 
always “twice as high” (Lilah and Gideon) as the left-hand cursor. After the children summarize 
their strategies, Dejan asks Lilah and Gideon how their height and speed strategies might be 
related: “Do you think there is some connection with how this one, the right one, is double the 
left and speed?” He points to the right-hand remote resting on the table in front of Lilah. 

Lilah is first to volunteer an explanation about how the strategies are connected. She says, 
“Maybe because like if- because if you’re gonna to do it like at the same time that one would 
have to go faster t’like end at the same time, that one would have to lift higher and faster.” 
However, the idea she shares is more complex than the words above convey. It is composed 
through an elaborate system of interdependent linguistic and embodied semiotic resources, 
including a multipart gesture that includes a variety of distinct phrases, each with unique 
trajectories and handshapes. The transcript of her 10-second multimodal utterance appears in 
Excerpt 1 (see Appendix 1 for transcription conventions). 

Lilah

Gideon

MIT-PJorge

Dejan
Ted is off-screen

Remotes
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Excerpt 1. Lilah explains her idea2 

 
The multipart gesture Lilah coordinates with her talk has six separate gestural phrases 

(1.3, 1.5, 1.6, 1.9, 1.11, and 1.12) and three different hand shapes (1.3, 1.6, 1.9, 1.11—curled 
hands; 1.5—extended index finger; and 1.12—fists). First, when Lilah says “Maybe because like 
if- because if you’re gonna do it like at the same time” (1.1, 1.2), she brings both of her hands to 
an equal height at chest level (1.3) as she says “the same time.” Her hands are curled in a 
prehensile posture (Streeck, 2009) as though she is holding invisible objects. Next, Lilah points 
to the right remote lying on the table (1.5) as she says, “that one” (1.4). Then Lilah raises her 
right hand above her left hand so that her right hand moves approximately twice as fast as her 
left hand and ends up approximately twice as high as the left hand (1.6). During this gesture 
                                                
2 For explanations of transcript conventions, see Appendix 1. 

01 Lilah: Maybe becau::SSe (0.5) liKe if- (1.2)

02 because if you’re gonna do it like at ⎡the same time

03                                       ⎣((raises both hands   

   to same height))

04 ⎡that one

05 ⎣((RH points to right remote on table))

06 ⎡((raises RH above LH, then pauses with RH above LH))

07 ⎣would have to go faster 

08 °t’°like ⎡end at the same ↑ti::me
09          ⎣((holds LH and RH at same height)) 

10 ⎡that one would have to

11 ⎣((raises RH higher and faster than LH))

12 ((lifts both hands to ⎡same height)) 

13                       ⎣lift °higher°

14 ((lowers both hands to rest in lap)) 

15 (and) °faster.°

Excerpt 1. Lilah’s idea
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phrase, her hands continue to be curled in a prehensile posture. As Lilah performs this gesture 
phrase, she says, “would have to go faster” (1.7). Then, she continues, saying, “t’like end at the 
same time” (1.8), and she again holds both curled hands level at chest height (1.9). Next, she 
says, “that one would have to” (1.10) and repeats a larger amplitude version of the gestural 
phrase from 1.6, lifting her right hand higher and faster than her left, and keeping her hands in 
prehensile posture (1.11). As she raises both hands together in fists level with her forehead 
(1.12), she says, “lift higher” (1.13). Then, she lowers her hands to her lap. She finishes saying 
softly, “(and) faster” (1.15). The monosyllabic word Lilah says between higher and faster is 
difficult to make out, but a good approximation is that Lilah says “and” based on the shape her 
mouth makes. 

Gesture phrases 1.3 and 1.9 are morphologically similar (holding curled hands level at 
chest height) and phrases 1.6 and 1.11 are morphologically similar (raising curled hands in 1:2 
height ratio). Gesture phrase 1.12 is unique, as is the pointing gesture Lilah makes in 1.5. In sum, 
there are six distinct gesture phrases to this fluently unfolding gesture, but there are only four 
unique morphological forms. Although the utterance is broken down for analysis, it is important 
to note that it is delivered as one continuous, fluent stream by Lilah. 

Lilah’s response constructs a multimodal, embodied rendering of what “faster” means, 
using a variety of different semiotic resources and drawing on her prior physical experiences of 
operating the device. How does she make this idea available to her onlooking audience? Her 
embodied performance is intricate. It juxtaposes several animated illustrations, evoking the 
abstract notion of simultaneity and integrating this with a depiction of the physical activity of 
operating the remotes to highlight the different heights traveled. 

In gesture phrases 1.3 and 1.9, Lilah’s movements create a material version of an 
immaterial entity: Time. By bringing her hands together at a level height, co-timed with the 
speech “at the same time,” Lilah develops an embodied construal of the abstract notion of 
simultaneity. She evokes simultaneity by manually enacting a spatial metaphor of two physical 
objects (her hands) being at the same location. Streeck (2008, 2009) has called this process of 
gesturing ceiving, where the hands give material, dynamic form to ideas that have no literal, 
physical presence in the world. Lilah uses this multimodal imagery of simultaneity to evoke the 
premise of the remotes moving at the same time and ceasing motion at the same time. Thus, she 
depicts an abstract property of their trajectories over time. 

In 1.5, Lilah points to the right-hand remote on the table, providing a referent for “that 
one” (1.4) and projecting that her audience should seek out the role this (right-hand) remote 
plays in her forthcoming description. Then, in gesture phrases 1.6 and 1.11, Lilah’s performance 
creates a recognizable demonstration of how the body must move to operate the remotes so that 
the screen stays green, and how the right remote moves faster to end up higher. The prehensile 
posture of her hands makes it possible to see the empty space as though she is grasping phantom 
remotes (Nemirovsky et al., 2012). Through the position of her body, the movement of her arms, 
and her hand shapes, it is possible to see Lilah as if she is making the screen green on the MIT-P. 
These performances make available information about the necessary trajectory, relative vertical 
displacements, and speed of each remote. 

Finally, in the last gestural phrase—raising both hands to her forehead (1.12)—Lilah does 
not seem to be depicting her operation of the remotes anymore. The remotes never move 
upwards at the same height at the same time to make the screen green. Lilah’s hands are now 
shaped into fists which do not clearly evoke holding phantom remotes. Instead, this move evokes 
the abstract comparative notion of “higher” in reference to the right-hand remote’s behavior 
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(“that one”) with respect to the left-hand remote. When she lowers her hands to rest, she adds 
“(and) faster” (1.15). 

What Lilah accomplishes with her embodied performance can be interpreted as a 
demonstration that to keep the screen green, the right remote has to move faster because it has to 
lift higher than the left remote if both remotes start and stop moving at the same time. However, 
Lilah’s idea is open to interpretation and her listeners may not understand precisely what she is 
trying to express. Her complex multimodal utterance lays fertile ground for Ted to construct his 
revoicing turn (Excerpt 2). 

Ted initially responds to Lilah’s idea, saying, “that’s really cool.” He then asks Gideon if 
Lilah’s idea made sense and invites him to repeat it. When Gideon declines after a pause, Ted 
responds by multimodally revoicing Lilah’s idea. He says: “Okay, so if I understood correctly 
what Lilah is saying, is, well, the one on the right has to be double as high as the one on the left, 
if they’re moving up at the same time, the only way it will get there if it is- if it- it has kind of 
more- it has to, it’s got- this is my word, it has more ground to cover.” However, like Lilah’s 
turn, Ted’s response is multimodal and contains a complex, multipart gesture (Excerpt 2). 

As Ted begins his response, he designates what is to follow as a recounting of Lilah’s 
idea by attributing it to her by name (2.2) (O’Connor & Michaels, 1996). Then, he places his 
hands flat on the table in a visible display that they will be relevant in his forthcoming account 
(2.3). When he has secured both children’s gaze, Ted raises his right hand palm flat up above the 
table, as he says “the one on the right” (2.2, 2.4). Then, he lowers his right hand and raises his 
left hand half as high as he says, “has to be” (2.4). When he says, “double as high as the one on 
the left” (2.6), he raises his right hand above his left hand in a 1:2 height ratio. As he finishes, he 
bobs his left hand up and down in the air (2.7). Here, Ted elaborates Lilah’s original 
performance by making the premise more explicit: In general, the right remote has to be double 
as high as the left remote. By lifting his right hand off the table, lowering it, then lifting his left 
hand and raising the right hand again, he visually highlights the difference in their heights. 

As Ted begins narrating, “if they’re moving up at the same time” (2.8), he moves his 
right hand, still flat, upwards twice as fast as his flat left hand and ends in a position that is twice 
as high as the left hand (2.9, 2.11). As he says this, he raises the pitch of his voice. He continues, 
“the only way it will get there” (2.10), while straining his voice and stretching out the word 
“only.” He interrupts himself to insert, “this is my word” (2.14), touching his chest (2.15). Then, 
he finishes with “it has more ground to cover” (2.16), while he again enacts the right hand 
traveling twice as fast as the left hand and ending up twice as high (2.17). Lilah displays her 
attention to Ted’s performance by keeping her gaze on Ted’s hands throughout his turn. She only 
briefly looks down when Ted lowers his hands in 2.13 but returns her gaze just after Ted touches 
his chest (2.15). 

Ted’s multimodal response is recognizable as revoicing because (a) he explicitly 
attributes the idea to Lilah (2.1), (b) his gesture shares morphological similarities with Lilah’s, 
and (c) his words closely parallel Lilah’s. Ted’s use of “the one on the right” can be heard as tied 
to and referring back to Lilah’s “that one” (the right remote). When Ted holds his hands in a 1:2 
height ratio (2.7) and then raises them (2.9, 2.11 and 2.17) to maintain this height ratio, he is 
visibly repeating Lilah’s gestural phrases produced in 1.6 and 1.11. His narration, “if they’re 
moving up at the same time” (2.8), closely resembles Lilah’s stated premise, “if you’re going to 
do it like at the same time” (1.2). 
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Excerpt 2. Ted revoices Lilah’s idea 

 
However, Ted’s turn subtly but significantly reformulates aspects of Lilah’s original idea, 

both in gesture and in speech. First, Ted elaborates the premise, highlighting and quantifying the 
double height difference with added gesture and speech in 2.2-2.7. Ted also adds iconic prosody 
(Shintel et al., 2006) as a semiotic resource (C. Goodwin, 2018) to emphasize part of Lilah’s 
idea: By increasing the pitch of his voice to correspond with his verbal and gestural description 

01 Ted: Okay so if I understood correctly

02 what Lilah is saying i:s, (0.8) ⎡well (0.4) the one

03                                 ⎣((lays both hands flat on the table))

              

04 ⎡on the ri:ght (0.7)                            ⎡has to be (1.0)

05 ⎣((lifts RH off the table then lowers it))      ⎣((lifts LH off table))

06 ⎡double as high >as the one on ⎡the left,<

07 ⎣((raises RH above LH))        ⎣((bounces LH))

08 ⎡if they’re moving up at the same time,

09 ⎣((begins raising RH faster than LH))

10 ⎡>the #o::nly# way it will get there=

11 ⎣((continues raising RH faster than LH))

12 ⎡=if it is- if it-< it has kind of more- 

13 ⎣((lowers hands and holds RH above LH))

14 it has to, (0.5) ⎡it’s got- this is my word, 

15                  ⎣((brings RH to chest)) 

16 it has  ⎡more ground to cover. (1.0)

17         ⎣((raises RH ⎡faster than LH))

18 Lilah:                      ⎣Ye::ah=it’s more ground to cover if you wanna

19                      finish at the same time.

Figure 6.  (Lines 11-22) Ted’s revoicing turn and Lilah’s response (line 22). Ted’s turn lasts 16.50 seconds. 
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of “moving up at the same time” (2.8) and then straining and elongating his voice on the word 
“only” when he refers to the right remote (2.10), Ted’s prosody and voice quality evoke the extra 
effort or work that the right hand must exert relative to the left when they are rising 
simultaneously and ending in a 1:2 height ratio at the same time.3 

Ted notably does not reproduce any of Lilah’s gestural phrases where she holds her hands 
at equal heights. We cannot know definitively why Ted omitted Lilah’s simultaneity gesture 
phrases (1.3 and 1.9) and her higher gesture phrase (1.12). One possible reason is that the 
omitted gesture phrases are potentially misleading: When Lilah holds her hands at equal heights, 
she continues to keep her hands curled or in fists as though she is still holding phantom remotes. 
However, producing green feedback is never technically possible when the remotes are held at 
the same height with the MIT-P set to a ratio of 1:2. Another possibility is that Ted leaves out 
Lilah’s phrases to simplify the imagery because they are redundant: Lilah’s gestural phrase from 
1.6 and 1.11 that Ted does repeat already demonstrates simultaneity—the two displacements 
occur during the same time interval (the hands move at the same time and stop at the same time). 
Her gestural imagery of higher conveyed in 1.12 is also already demonstrated in the gesture 
phrase Ted repeats, since the right displacement is shown to be greater. Either way, the omission 
of these phrases is a visible display that Ted considers their imagery irrelevant to the core of the 
idea. 

In another significant reformulation of Lilah’s gesture, Ted holds his hands out flat when 
he moves them, instead of reproducing Lilah’s curled, prehensile hand shapes. In Lilah’s gesture 
phrases, her hands visibly resemble and act as hands operating the device. Her movements in 1.6 
and 1.11 recreate part of the kinetic-kinesthetic experience (Streeck, 2013) of achieving a green 
screen with the device. Ted’s flattened hand shapes, on the other hand, suggest he is bounding 
regions of space to show extent instead of pantomiming the operation of the remotes. Streeck has 
discussed bounding and pantomiming as distinct practices for evoking aspects of the world in 
people’s gestural repertoires (Streeck, 2008). By omitting some of the detail provided in Lilah’s 
rendering, Ted is able to make the extent of the distances traveled become the figural component 
of Lilah’s gesture phrase and downplay the embodied Gestalt of operating the device. This 
decontextualizes (c.f., decontextualized language, De Temple & Beals, 1991) the gesturally 
produced imagery of distance, making it more generic as a bounded region of space. 

In addition, Ted’s verbal description reformulates Lilah’s to be less situated in the 
specific circumstances of the manual action of manipulating the device by decontextualizing her 
talk. This presents a more standardized, generalized, culturally appropriate definition of faster as 
greater distance traveled during the same amount of time. Rather than talk about speed as related 
to vertical distance, he forgoes repeating Lilah’s use of the word “height” and instead provides a 
description that is directionless and could apply to situations of spatial displacement beyond the 
MIT-P by using the phrase “ground to cover.” As an idiom, to “cover ground” or to “go a given 
extent or considerable distance” (Ammer, 2013, p. 97), is likely a familiar description of the 
general idea of displacement accessible to Lilah and relatable to her experiences. Ted’s 
ownership line “this is my word” is a preface that marks what comes next as a novel addition to 

                                                
3 While Macbeth (2011) documented iconic speech as a semiotic resource used by a teacher in a 
science class (in the example, a science teacher asks a student “how fast” dye is spreading in hot 
water, and speaks the words very rapidly), the role iconic speech plays in multimodal dialogic 
interactions in learning settings is underexamined. 
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Lilah’s original contribution, alerting the children that they should see this as added content to 
the original substance of Lilah’s idea. 

In 2.18-2.19, Lilah demonstrates her understanding of Ted’s reformulation by skillfully 
incorporating part of Ted’s reformulation back into her original idea. In weaving together her 
own idea with Ted’s, she displays her emerging appreciation of how the two strategies, “twice as 
high” and “going up faster,” are connected: She agrees with Ted that the right remote has to 
move faster because it has “it’s more ground to cover” to “finish at the same time.” 

2.8.3 How multimodal revoicing interactions create semiotic challenges 
The fine details of this interaction occasioned a semiotic challenge for linking a 

spontaneous awareness with a scientific awareness of “faster.” Lilah was able to organize aspects 
of her embodied experience of operating the MIT-P with a more standardized, generalized way 
of describing that experience, as evidenced by her skillful incorporation of Ted’s reformulation 
(summarized in Figure 3). The initial experience of faster and Lilah’s first attempt to represent it 
(a spontaneous awareness) are what provided the raw materials for the development of this more 
refined version of faster (a scientific awareness). At the same time, when Lilah adopted Ted’s 
revised description in her last turn (Figure 3d), we can see how she now uses the more scientific 
concept to (re-)organize her perception of her past embodied experiences. Thus, it appears that 
Lilah’s spontaneous awareness grew upwards providing the material for the scientific awareness, 
and the scientific awareness grew downwards to organize the spontaneous awareness (Vygotsky, 
1986). 

Leading up to the episode examined above, Lilah had a variety of kinetic, haptic, and 
kinesthetic experiences as she worked with the device (Figure 3a). She likely experienced many 
potentially relevant sensations—perhaps the feeling that it was taking more effort to move her 
right arm so that it would glide up above her left arm by a certain amount, or the feeling of 
having to stall her left arm to keep it slower underneath the right arm. When Dejan asked her to 
explain why the remote that goes higher is always faster too, Lilah was suddenly faced with 
finding a way to relate and convey these tacit (Ryle, 1984) kinetic-kinesthetic experiences to her 
audience—that is, to make them publicly available. Lilah’s response involved efforts to capture, 
preserve, and re-present the embodied sensations of faster and higher that she had experienced so 
that she could communicate them. Lilah transformed her sensations into an explanatory, public 
re-presentation of experience, using gesture to invoke and render dynamic imagery for the idea 
of simultaneity and also to pantomime working with the device (Figure 3b).  

A significant and pervasive problem that newcomers in any community face is 
identifying which aspects of their experiences are relevant and valuable for appreciating the 
world in culturally or discipline-specific ways. Many studies have examined how newcomers’ 
perceptions of their physical surroundings are instructed or disciplined by more experienced 
practitioners so they can begin to experience these settings in culturally or disciplinarily specific 
ways (Alac & Hutchins, 2004; C. Goodwin, 1994, 2018; Lindwall & Lymer, 2008; Stevens & 
Hall, 1998). However, discovering what is there to be learned is never trivial (Zemel & 
Koschmann, 2014). Here, Lilah had an opportunity to recognize how Ted had transformed her 
utterance and to adopt this transformation. 

Lilah’s public re-presentation of private sensory experience, composed of a variety of 
different semiotic resources (e.g., hand shapes, trajectories, words), created a substrate (C. 
Goodwin, 2018) for Ted to act on. Ted’s next action was carefully calibrated and responsive to 
Lilah’s public display of what she was attending to. He used the public substrate of her re-
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presented experience to build his response by decomposing, reusing, and transforming the 
semiotic resources Lilah had made available. 

 
Figure 3. Lilah uses her embodied experience with the device (a) to create a multimodal 

representation of her idea of “faster” (b). The reformulation of Lilah’s idea is accomplished by 
the tutor’s selective reproduction and elaboration of her gestural imagery, accompanied by the 
substitution of decontextualized language (c). Lilah uses this reformulation to give a revised, 

more refined description of “faster” that is closer to the culturally specified definition (d). 

Ted’s multimodal revoicing turn reformulated Lilah’s explanation by adding gesture 
phrases, selectively repeating some gesture phrases and omitting others, modifying hand shapes, 
and elaborating verbal content (Figure 3c). His recognizable repetition of one of Lilah’s gesture 
phrases served as a resource for Lilah to recognize the continuity between her first explanation 
and Ted’s more generalized verbal description, “more ground to cover.” Aspects of Lilah’s 
gesture specific to the manual operation of the device were omitted, further generalizing the idea 
to situations outside the immediate one with the MIT-P. Finally, omitting some of the extra 
imagery rendered in Lilah’s gesture provided an opportunity to recognize the imagery Lilah 
included that was most pertinent to the idea of faster: traveling a greater distance in the same 
amount of time. Overall, Ted’s reformulation created a culturally refined “scientific” version of 
Lilah’s original explanation: The right hand can be said to be going faster because it has more 
ground to cover than the left hand in the same amount of time. Ted’s reformulation provided 
Lilah with multimodal resources to recognize how her original explanation connected with the 
culturally appropriate definition of faster (i.e., greater distance traveled during the same interval 
of time). 

Goodwin and others have demonstrated the myriad ways more-experienced practitioners 
separate signal from noise to highlight consequential features of the physical environment (e.g., a 
patch of soil or a vat of chemical reaction), inscriptions produced by others (e.g., a map or 
graph), or cultural tools. Here, I have uncovered a slightly different form of highlighting: Instead 
of highlighting relevant features in the environment or in an inscription, Ted highlighted the 
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relevant, consequential features in Lilah’s own semiotic rendering of the world—her first efforts 
at representing her experience. Lilah’s initial representation had already extracted and 
generalized some aspects of her rich embodied experiences and perceptions. In response, Ted 
further refined this representation so that it more closely resembles how scientists and 
mathematicians perceive what makes something faster. Ted was able to shape and instruct 
Lilah’s perception of her embodied representational performance by calling attention to aspects 
of it that are relevant to a more culturally appropriate definition of faster and downgrading the 
relevance of other features. This multimodal revoicing interaction posed a semiotic challenge, 
inviting Lilah to reconsider her initial experience and her semiotic representation of that 
experience in a way more akin to how cultural members would. 

Du Bois’s dialogic syntax (2014) provides a more specific mechanism for how learning 
opportunities arise within co-operative action like multimodal revoicing sequences. He proposed 
that when speakers selectively reproduce aspects of prior utterances to build their own, the 
perceivable parallels that emerge create opportunities to draw inferences and co-construct new 
meanings. One mechanism for co-constructing new meanings from dialogic syntax is 
substitution. The perceived parallels between sequences of dialogic utterances render departures 
like substitutions especially noticeable. In turn, noticing these substitutions creates possibilities 
for perceiving new relationships—e.g., structural and functional equivalences—between the 
original and substituted components. For example, in Lilah and Ted’s revoicing interaction, the 
emergent parallel structure between the multimodal utterances makes the points of departure 
noticeable. The substitution of “lift higher” with “more ground to cover” makes these different 
descriptions now recognizable as potentially interchangeable, categorically equivalent ways of 
describing the experienced event. The multimodal parallel structures of Lilah’s and Ted’s 
utterances also make the differing gestural imagery of their respective turns perceivable as 
interchangeable: Ted’s decontextualized rendition can be appreciated as functionally equivalent 
to Lilah’s. While Du Bois focused on linguistic forms, Arnold (2012) argued for extending 
dialogic syntax to embodied action to understand how gesture-mimicking contributes to learning. 
My analysis of Lilah and Ted’s revoicing interaction extends Arnold’s argument by illustrating a 
new form of dialogicality in multimodal semiotic resources that provides a semiotic mechanism 
for learning. 

Overall, this complex instance of multimodal revoicing constitutes a clear example of 
dialogic learning (Koschmann, 1999). The explanation of the connection between “going up 
faster” and “twice as high”—that faster means more ground to cover in the same amount of 
time—is a situated, locally emergent product of Lilah and Ted’s multimodal utterances coming 
into contact with and interanimating one another. The precise mechanism by which this new 
understanding was co-constructed is only recoverable with careful attention to the multimodal 
methods and resources Ted and Lilah used to interactionally achieve a temporarily shared 
perspective on reality in this moment. 

2.9 Concluding remarks 
In this paper, I have demonstrated how multimodal revoicing interactions can provide 

semiotic challenges that create opportunities for learners to link spontaneous and scientific 
concepts in co-operative action. Through emergent multimodal dialogic syntax, learners can 
recognize what aspects of their experiences are considered relevant to the conventional, 
culturally specified ways of organizing and describing such experiences. In the case I examined, 
multimodal reformulation of a learner’s idea provided her with opportunities to make links 
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between her embodied experience of faster and a more standardized, generalized concept of 
faster. The multimodal revoicing turn was accomplished by selectively repeating and elaborating 
certain aspects of the learner’s original gesture and by elaborating her accompanying verbal 
description. Following Wertsch and Stone, I extended Vygotsky’s theory of development by 
contributing a new semiotic mechanism that provides an arena for the bidirectional linkage of 
spontaneous and scientific concepts. 

By adopting an approach to social interaction inspired by EMCA and the Co-Operative 
Action Framework, I was able to reveal the precise methods and resources participants employed 
to create a temporarily shared reality. In particular, this approach made it possible to uncover the 
fine details of ordinary communicational practices for building and maintaining intersubjectivity 
that were able to generate a semiotic challenge. My analysis contributes to broadening our 
current understanding of the ways in which learning is a dialogic process, where new meanings 
arise moment by moment through the local, situated, embodied interactional work of 
participants. Additionally, by helping to further refine our understanding of the pedagogical 
practice of revoicing, this analysis helps bring into relief more of the nuanced and “seen-but-
unnoticed” (Garfinkel, 1996) practices of instructional work.   

In the interactional sequence I examined, I discovered a new form of multimodal 
revoicing that involves the reformulation of a learner’s multimodally-expressed idea through the 
selective reproduction and modification of gesture phrases and handshapes alongside the 
elaboration of speech. This investigation also contributes the discovery of a new form of 
dialogicality in gesture, building on Arnold’s work on the dialogic syntax of gestures (Arnold, 
2012). The rich and thorough record of this event that I developed will make it possible to 
identify, investigate, and compare similar interactional processes in other settings and situations. 

A limitation of this approach is that it cannot disclose the extended trajectory of a 
student’s ontogenetic development surrounding the appropriation of a particular cultural form 
(e.g., the definition of faster). However, it is able to robustly characterize the critical interactional 
mechanisms of moment-by-moment meaning-making that contribute to this trajectory over time 
(Saxe, 2012). In this way, microanalytic investigations can complement existing longitudinal 
accounts of how students connect their spontaneous, embodied experiences with scientific 
concepts (e.g., Saxe et al., 2015). Analytic attention to the fine details of how intersubjectivity is 
procedurally accomplished in familiar interactional sequences like revoicing holds potential for 
better understanding processes of learning and development. 

This study also adds to a growing body of work (Arzarello et al., 2009; Shein, 2012) that 
documents the beneficial role that “conversations of gesture” have in developing mathematical 
and scientific ideas. Attending to, reproducing, and modifying learners’ gestures during 
unfolding dialog can create opportunities to enrich learning and may be a productive practice for 
instructors to adopt intentionally as part of teaching practices that strive to be responsive to the 
substance of students’ ideas in the moment. While the dialogic nature of talk has been thoroughly 
examined in meaning-making processes in instructional interactions (Alexandar, 2006; Mercer et 
al., 2009; Scott et al., 2006), more investigations and attention are needed to establish the 
different roles that dialogic multimodal semiotic resources play during instruction to create 
ethnographically adequate (McDermott et al., 1978) accounts of these sequences. In particular, as 
STEM learning environments are increasingly being designed to deliberately incorporate the 
body into explorations of STEM phenomena (e.g., Lindgren & Abrahamson, 2012), more careful 
examinations of the interactional mechanisms that allow learners and instructors to negotiate, 
make sense of and connect embodied experiences to scientific concepts are urgently needed.  
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3 The secret multimodal life of IREs: Looking more closely at gesture in a familiar 
questioning sequence4 

3.1 Initiation-Response-Evaluation/Follow-up (IRE/F) sequences and dialogic gesture 
The second paper in my dissertation shifts from the case of technology-enabled embodied 

mathematics learning to programming classes at a community learning center in Los Angeles. In 
this setting, I explore the role of dialogic gestures in whole-class discussions during Initiation-
Response-Evaluation/Follow-up (IRE/F) Sequences. I demonstrate nine ways in which gesture 
functions in IRE/F sequences, and how it performs different roles in each part of the sequence. In 
each case, instructors’ and students’ gestures are used dialogically during Initiations, Responses, 
and Follow-ups to accomplish these sequences. For example, in Initiations, instructors perform 
various kinds of cuing gestures that are used by students to respond. In Responses, students use 
gestures to clarify contributions when instructors display problems in understanding, to signal 
when they have a potential contribution, and to co-construct answers with instructors. Finally, in 
Follow-up turns that provide feedback and build on students’ responses, instructors repeat 
students’ gestures, add gestures to students’ responses, and elaborate learners’ gestures. 

3.2 Introduction 
Whole-class discussions in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) 

classrooms are recognized as powerful sites for children to construct new knowledge with their 
instructors and peers (Ball, 1993; Mortimer & Scott, 2003; Wells, 1999). One way these 
discussions are organized is through teacher-led questioning (Chin, 2006; Franke et al., 2009; 
Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2007). Although teacher-led questioning is common, there is still much 
left to uncover about how questioning actually unfolds in classrooms. In particular, instructor 
questioning has been studied almost entirely as a verbal phenomenon, leaving embodied, 
multimodal communicational resources, like gesture, unexamined. 

In this study, I adopt an approach inspired by ethnomethodological conversation analysis 
(Garfinkel, 1967; Mondada, 2012) to better understand the diverse ways in which gestures are 
used by instructors and learners during a familiar type of questioning sequence in classrooms: the 
Initiation-Response-Evaluation/Follow-up. This investigation is conducted in the context of 
summer programming courses for middle and high school students. Programming classrooms 
make for a “perspicuous setting” (Garfinkel, 2002) for studying the role of gesture in IRE/F 
sequences because, like in other STEM domains, programming students and instructors must 
build shared understandings of abstract, dynamic, and difficult to visualize phenomena. As a 
result, programming instructors and students often rely on gesture and other embodied 
communicational resources to make meaning together (Kwah, 2013; Kwah & Goldman, 2011).  

3.3 The IRE/F sequence 
The Initiation-Response-Evaluation/Follow-up (IRE/F) sequence or triadic dialogue is 

one of the most ubiquitous forms of classroom interaction (Lemke, 1990; Mehan, 1979; Sinclair 
& Coulthard, 1975). IRE/F sequences have three recognizable parts: The first, coming from the 
instructor, is an Initiation or elicitation, usually in the form of a question or prompt. The second 
part is a student Response to the instructor’s initiation. Finally, the third part consists of a 

                                                
4 A revised version of this paper is currently under review (Flood, 2019). 
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Follow-up and/or Evaluation by the instructor on the student’s response. Mehan provides this 
example of the basic sequence from a lesson about time: 

Speaker A: What time is it, Denise? 
Speaker B: 2:30 
Speaker A: Very good, Denise 

(Mehan, 1979) 

Mehan notes that this dialogue would be strange to hear on the street outside of an 
educational setting, but it is familiar when Speaker A is identified as a teacher and Speaker B as 
a pupil. In this particular case, the third turn is an evaluation; however, many other forms of 
follow-up in the triadic dialogue are possible. An instructor might ask for elaboration, invite 
other students to evaluate a given answer, or rephrase a student’s answer, among others.  

In many educational settings, IRE/F sequences are the dominant form of interaction 
between instructors and learners. In Mehan’s corpus, IRE/F sequences comprised 53% of teacher 
talk (1979). Wells and Arauz estimate that IRE/Fs typically make up as much as 70% of 
classroom interactions from their own investigations (2006). The triadic dialogue is still 
pervasive even in inquiry-based classrooms (Wells & Arauz, 2006). IRE/F sequences are also 
found outside typical classrooms, for example, in surgical training (Zemel, Koschmann, & 
LeBaron, 2011) and craft education (Ekström, 2013).  

Although common, the pedagogical utility of IRE/F sequences is hotly debated. Many 
critique IRE/Fs, arguing they are overly restrictive and prevent students from engaging in 
productive forms of participation. For example, Lemke (1990) laments that the overuse of this 
questioning sequence in science classrooms limits learners’ opportunities for engaging in 
authentic forms of scientific dialogue like argumentation. During IRE/F sequences, the kinds of 
contributions students are able to make are constrained by the questions asked and how 
instructors respond (Nystrand, 1997; Nasir & Hand, 2008).  

At the same time, Wells and others have argued that since IRE/F sequences can take a 
variety of different forms and serve a variety of different functions, they shouldn’t be considered 
inherently productive or unproductive (Nassaji & Wells, 2000; Wells, 1993, 1999). In particular, 
the kinds of initiations instructors use (e.g., open vs. closed questions) and the kinds of follow-
ups they engage in (e.g., asking for elaboration vs. providing explicit evaluation) allow for 
diverse kinds of discussion and forms of participation.  

In Learning Lessons, Mehan (1979) characterized some of the diversity of different forms 
of initiations for eliciting student contributions. Some initiations elicit factual information, which 
Mehan termed product elicitations. Others—choice elicitations—provide students with a 
teacher-provided candidate answer to either agree or disagree with, or a series of alternatives to 
choose from. Mehan observed that this form is often used when students express difficulty 
answering product elicitations. Mehan also observed more open-ended forms of initiations that 
he called process elicitations and metaprocess elicitations. In process elicitations, teachers solicit 
students’ opinions or interpretations, and in metaprocess elicitations, teachers ask students to 
explain the method they used to come up with an answer. For example, a teacher might ask: 
“How did you know it was 12?” or, “What did you do to figure that out?” These four different 
kinds of initiations present very distinct kinds of opportunities for learners to participate in 
whole-class discussions.  

By attending to the diversity in IRE/F sequences, a number of studies have demonstrated 
how different forms of IRE/F sequences are pedagogically productive. Cazden observed that 
IRE/F sequences are typically arranged in “topically related sets” that introduce and explore 
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aspects of different topics (Mehan, 1979), and she and others argue that this can help guide 
students bit by bit through complex ideas and explanations (Lemke, 1990; Mehan, 1979; Wells, 
1999). IRE/F sequences are also useful ways to probe students’ understanding in order to adjust 
instruction in-the-moment to students’ needs (Chin, 2006; M. Heritage & Heritage, 2013; Ruiz-
Primo & Furtak, 2007). Mortimer and Scott (2003) showed that certain kinds of follow-ups from 
instructors encourage students to revise or extend responses, providing opportunities for learners 
to further explore and expand the ideas they share in discussions. And finally, Roth and Gardener 
(2012) demonstrated how during follow-ups, instructors can reformulate what students have said, 
helping them make connections with more disciplinarily appropriate revisions of their initial 
ideas.  

Overall, because IRE/F sequences are diverse and serve many different roles in learning 
settings, more work is needed to characterize their forms and functions in order to examine their 
pedagogical potential. In particular, more work is necessary to understand components of IRE 
sequences that lie outside of talk.  

3.4 Prior explorations into multimodal aspects of IRE/F sequences 
One aspect of IRE/F sequences that is currently underexamined is the role that embodied, 

multimodal communicational resources like gesture, gaze, and facial expressions (among others) 
play in organizing these interactions. Over the last twenty years, a growing number of studies 
have illustrated that multimodal resources play a central role in orchestrating understandings in 
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) learning settings (Kress, Jewitt, 
Ogborn, & Tsatsarelis, 2001; Roth, 2001; for a recent review, see Singer, 2017). Both learners 
and instructors regularly make use of gesture and other embodied communicative resources 
when they share ideas in the classroom. For example, instructors use gestures during instruction 
to make links between ideas (Alibali et al., 2014), to build cohesion within complex explanations 
(Nathan & Alibali, 2011), to augment representations (Pozzer-Ardenghi & Roth, 2005), and to 
illustrate instructional analogies (Abrahamson et al., 2016). Learners often use gestures to 
explore and share STEM ideas in the absence of technical vocabulary (Crowder, 1996; Flood et 
al., 2015; Roth & Lawless, 2002). 

Despite the importance of multimodal resources in learning and teaching, only a few 
studies have examined their role in teacher questioning. Past corpus analysis studies of IRE/F 
sequences focus almost exclusively on talk, although Mehan did note that posture shifts by the 
teacher demarcated topically bounded sets of IRE sequences. More recently, Kääntä (2012, 
2014) investigated how instructors use multimodal resources to manage turn-taking interactions 
during IRE/F sequences such as gaze, pointing gestures, and head nods. She also showed that 
students are highly sensitive to instructors’ multimodal actions and project how the instructor 
will evaluate a given answer. For example, if an instructor does not immediately respond or write 
down a student’s answer, students interpret this to mean that a negative evaluation is 
forthcoming.  

Zemel, Koschmann, & LeBaron (2011) also demonstrated an important way in which 
multimodal communication is used in IRE/F sequences during surgical instruction. They found 
that an experienced attending surgeon carefully adjusted how she asked questions in response to 
a less experienced resident’s displays of understanding in the moment. The attending 
reformulated initiations when the resident struggled to answer questions, and added increasingly 
explicit pointing gestures to her questions to make the sought-after answer more obvious without 
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verbally giving it away. This provided opportunities for the resident to answer independently, but 
to also get more support just when he needed it. 

Kääntä and Zemel and colleagues’ more recent work demonstrates that multimodal 
resources can play an important role in how IRE/F sequences unfold and the opportunities they 
present for participation and learning. In particular, their work shows that IRE/F sequences are 
interactional achievements and are highly contingent on participants’ interpreting and responding 
to one another’s nonverbal resources. Therefore, fully understanding IRE/F sequences requires 
careful attention to the full spectrum of embodied, multimodal interactive work students and 
instructors do together. Inspired by these investigations, the goal of this study is to more 
extensively characterize the role multimodal resources—and in particular, gesture—play in 
teacher questioning in whole-class discussions.  

In order to capture the full spectrum of embodied, communicative resources participants 
deploy in questioning sequences, ethnomethodological conversation analysis (EMCA) and the 
Co-Operative Action Framework (C. Goodwin, 2018) are useful analytical approaches. The goal 
of these approaches is to recover, in detail, the actual, in situ methods and resources participants 
use to engage in and coordinate intelligible courses of action together (Garfinkel, 1996; C. 
Goodwin, 2018; Mondada, 2012), from conducting ordinary, everyday telephone conversations 
(Schegloff & Sacks, 1973) to making field-changing interstellar scientific discoveries together 
(Garfinkel et al., 1981). EMCA-inspired studies of classroom interactions have brought a number 
of novel, interactional phenomena to light, highlighting the unique nature of classroom discourse 
(Macbeth, 2004; McDermott et al., 1978). The present study adds to this body of knowledge. 

3.5 Methods 

3.5.1 Participants & setting 
This study emerged as part of a broader design-based research project to develop and 

implement a novel computer science curriculum to support middle and high school students in 
developing resilient attitudes towards failure (DeLiema et al., 2020). The curriculum was 
implemented across a number of two-week long, project-based courses at a summer coding camp 
run by a community learning center for underserved youth in Los Angeles. These courses 
provide a particularly useful opportunity for examining the multimodal nature of teacher 
questioning because in this interest-driven learning setting, students were especially eager to 
participate in teacher-led, whole-class discussions. As a result, the corpus features many lively 
questioning sequences involving a variety of different students.   

The four programming courses analyzed for this study were led by three different 
instructors. Each lead instructor team-taught with another instructor. The instructors were 
undergraduate computer science majors with varying amounts of teaching experience and 
professional coding experience. Prior to the camp, all instructors participated in a two-week long 
professional development course led by the curriculum developers. During the professional 
development sessions, instructors were not explicitly encouraged to attend to gesture or to 
gesture themselves. However, these sessions did explicitly encourage instructors to elicit student 
participation in whole-class discussions through instructor questioning. 

3.5.2 Data analysis 
 As part of the broader implementation study, video of classrooms was recorded using up 

to 10 small cameras per room. Cameras were positioned to capture students coding at tables and 
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also to record instructors at the front of the room during whole-class discussions. Using the 
commercial video editing software Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2018, I substantively reviewed 
(Erickson, 1992) footage of teacher-led, whole-class discussions in these video records, and 
annotated all instances of IRE/F sequences where instructors or learners used gestures during the 
sequence. Using Adobe Premiere allowed me to simultaneously review and toggle between 
multiple synchronized audio and video tracks from the classrooms. This is especially critical 
during IRE/F sequences where the interacting instructor and student are rarely recorded by the 
same camera and (1) are often facing different directions (e.g., the student is facing towards the 
whiteboard and the instructor is facing in the opposite direction), and (2) are best heard on 
different microphones.   

IRE/F sequences involving gesture were examined more closely using the software 
program ELAN (Lausberg & Sloetjes, 2009) for multimodal microanalysis (Streeck & Mehus, 
2005) of sequences. ELAN makes it possible to precisely track parallel streams of gesture, talk, 
gaze, and other multimodal resources to see how they unfold over time and when they co-occur. 
From this microanalysis, nine unique ways gesture is used in instructors’ and students’ turns in 
IRE/F sequences emerged. I chose representative examples from the corpus to illustrate each 
type of multimodal IRE/F sequence in this paper. Using ELAN, I generated detailed transcripts 
that capture the precise deployment and coordination of these multimodal communicational 
resources and speech. 

The forms of multimodality captured in this paper are not exhaustive of the types of 
multimodality possible in IRE/F sequences. Instead, I produce these different types as evidence 
that there are many forms and functions of gesture in IRE/F sequences, and that more work is 
needed to further characterize and understand the pedagogical affordances of these different 
varieties. 

3.6 Findings: Gesture in IRE/F sequences 
In the video corpus of the four coding courses I analyzed, IRE/F sequences involving 

gesture were common. In the following subsections, I illustrate three different ways gestures 
were used in Initiations, Responses, and Follow-ups, for a total of nine different variations. I 
present and discuss an example of each variation. The nine different ways gestures are used 
during IRE/F sequences are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2. Nine different ways gesture is used during IRE/F sequences. 

IRE/F Part: Function of gesture: 
Initiation  Product-cueing 
  Method-cueing 
  Format-cueing 
Response Providing a candidate 
  Repair 
  Co-construction 
Evaluation/Follow-up Repetition 
  Addition 
  Elaboration  
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3.6.1 Uses of gesture in instructors’ Initiations 
3.6.1.1 Initiations with product-cuing gestures  

One way gesture is used during initiations is when instructors ask questions and use 
gesture to provide additional information that can serve as a resource for answering the question. 
Instructors can use gesture to provide depictive imagery related to the question’s answer (e.g., 
pantomiming flipping a coin when asking about the 50-50 odds of something happening) or other 
clues (e.g., pointing to a relevant area of the board where the answer is already written) to help 
students determine a sought-after response. Sometimes, these gestures are delivered along with 
the initial question, and sometimes they are added to a repeated or rephrased question after 
students have expressed difficulty answering or produced an answer different than the one 
sought by the instructor. The instructor self-repairs the initial question to make it more 
understandable or answerable by adding the gesture.  

Consider Excerpt 3, where Mia, the instructor, and the class are talking about different 
ways to write a program that can draw multi-colored lines of different lengths on a grid. Mia has 
asked one student to share his approach on the board. His approach involves using a newly 
written function (or mini-program) called “line.” This new line function can be given a color 
name and a number of steps (grid squares), and it will paint a line with the specified color and 
with the specified length or number of steps. This line function makes use of another function 
called “repeat,” which will iterate the actions of painting a grid square and then stepping forward 
once, the number of times specified in the number of steps. When the line function is called, the 
number of steps goes into the variable “num” in the repeat function, specifying how many times 
the commands paint and step forward should be executed. 
Excerpt 3. What’s that num mean? Initiation with a product-cuing gesture. 

01 Mia: What’s that num mean 
02 ((Mia points to board)) 
03 (3.4) 
04      What ds’the ⎡num in repeat mean 
05                  ⎣((Mia traces a circle with index finger)) 
06      Uhhh tsh tsh tsh Bea 
07      What is the number in repeat 
08 Bea:°Steps° 
09 Mia: Yeah but like in general ⎡what does it  
10                               ⎣((Fig. 4: Mia revolves both hands around each   
11                                  other, pausing and leaning to the side after  
12      (2.6)                       each revolution))                              
13      Dan, you wanna- 
14 ((Mia points toward Dan who has raised his hand)) 
15 Dan: How many times to repeat the code 
16 Mia: YEAH exactly, so the number in repeat is how many times we’re repeating  
17      our code 

After the student finishes typing out the code he has used, Mia asks a second student to 
explain how his line function works. When this student finishes her response, Mia questions the 
class about part of her explanation, by asking what the “num” in repeat means (3.01). After a 
silence, she repeats the question (3.04) and gestures in a circular motion (3.05). Then she calls on 
Bea who quietly answers “steps” (3.08), which is correct, but Mia appears to be looking for a 
more general answer. Mia asks Bea again: In general, what does “num” do (3.09)? As she poses 
the question a second time, Mia revolves her left hand and right hand around each other, making 
a cycling gesture. As she completes each revolution with her hands, she pauses the movement 
and leans slightly to the side to punctuate each cycle (3.10-12, see Figure 4). When her verbal 
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question fails to get a response from Bea, Mia reformulates it, adding a gesture that evokes the 
image of a cycle that repeats a certain number of times (Figure 4). This provides extra depictive 
imagery that offers a hint for answering her question. When Bea doesn’t answer after this 
reformulation, Mia asks Dan, sitting beside Bea, to help out (3.14). Dan answers correctly (3.15), 
and as a class, they continue examining how this new function works. 

 
Figure 4. Instructor Mia revolves both hands around each other, pausing and leaning to the side 

after each revolution (3.10-12). 

In this example, we can see how Mia re-designs her initiation to provide additional 
imagery that can serve as a helpful resource for students to answer her question. By providing 
this dynamic, visual hint to make her question more answerable, Mia succeeds in keeping the 
discussion from getting stuck, and the class is able to continue exploring how the new function 
works with her guidance. This move helps keep the class engaged in a complex chain of 
reasoning. 

Overall, this use of gesture in initiations is consistent with Edwards and Mercer’s 
observations (1987) of what they called cued elicitations, where instructors ask questions but 
simultaneously provide “heavy clues” about the desired answer. It also supports Alibali and 
colleagues’ (2013) findings that instructors produce more gestures when learners are having 
difficulty following explanations or understanding questions. However, in my corpus, I found 
that cued elicitations with gesture can actually be further differentiated into three different forms. 
While the one presented just now could be termed a product-cuing gesture (following Mehan’s 
original terminology), instructors also use gesture to provide hints about the method of getting 
the answer and the format of the answer being sought. I discuss and provide examples of these 
two types in the following two sections. 
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3.6.1.2 Initiations with method-cuing gestures 
Instructors also use gestures in what could be called method-cueing during initiations. In 

these cases, instructors use gesture to act out a method or process of how students could 
determine the answer to the question being asked. In some situations, instructors do this 
spontaneously, and in others, they add it in when students have expressed difficulty or reluctance 
to answer. Consider the example in Excerpt 4, where instructor Mia and the class are reviewing 
some new techniques the students have just used to write programs. These programs draw 
different colored t-shapes on a grid. One of the new functions students used is called “move to” 
which allows the programmer to supply x and y coordinates to move a paintbrush (a “pixel bot” 
that resembles a small penguin) to the particular specified grid location. As part of this 
discussion of how the “move to” function works, Mia asks the class to name some pairs of x and 
y coordinates for different locations on the grid.  
Excerpt 4. What’s the top right corner? Initiation with method-cuing gesture. 

01 Mia: Yup ⎡so this is the bottom left corner 
02          ⎣((Mia points to bottom left corner square of grid)) 
03 Mia: And then ⎡what’s the top right corner 
04               ⎣((Mia points to the top right corner square of grid)) 
05 Mia: What’re ⎡the      ⎡coordinates for this one 
06 Tye:         ⎣Pink     ⎢ 
07                        ⎣((Mia continues pointing to top right corner square)) 
08 ((Fig. 5: Mia places her hand on bottom left square and points to each square  
09 moving to the right)) 
10 Zoe: ⎡°Five, Five°  
11 Ana: ⎣°Four, Four° 
12 ((Mia repeats count from left to right)) 
13 Students: Four, four 
14 Mia: ⎡Mhmmm  
15      ⎣((Mia nods)) 

Most of the students are able to name the bottom left coordinate as 0,0 and they call out 
the answer. Next, Mia asks them what the top right corner is (4.03). No one immediately answers 
and one student calls out “pink” (4.06). As Mia waits, she places her left hand on the furthest 
left, bottom square of the grid. Then, moving to the right, she slowly and silently places her 
finger on each square, as if counting (4.08-09, Figure 5). A few students quietly call out and Mia 
repeats the gesture placing her finger on each square again. Then, as students call out “four, 
four” (4.13), Mia stops pointing to squares, accepts the answer, and turns back to the class. 

By silently placing her finger on each square from left to right, Mia is demonstrating a 
procedure that students can use to determine what the top right grid square coordinates are: They 
can count over (and up) to the square in question. By using gesture to enact counting, Mia is 
providing students with a visible cue about the method of determining the top right grid 
coordinate. After students answer “four, four,” the whole class continues talking about what the 
“Move to” function is good for, and then they discuss other new functions students tried out. By 
providing this method-cueing gesture, Mia is able to keep the students engaged and participating 
in the longer chain of reasoning about the affordances of these new functions, how they work, 
and what their advantages over existing methods are. 
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Figure 5. Instructor Mia places her left hand on the bottom left square of the grid and points to 

each square moving to the right. (4.08-09). 

3.6.1.3 Initiations with format-cuing gestures 
A third way I found instructors	use gesture in initiations is to provide hints about the 

format of the response they are looking for. Is it a phrase? A compound word? A procedure with 
three steps? In the case of a compound word, the instructor might hold out both their hands as a 
template, or in the case of a three-step procedure, they might hold up three fingers.  

Sometimes	format-cues are more elaborate, such as in Excerpt 5. In this example, Cam, 
the instructor, and the class have been discussing how they can move objects around on the 
screen. Currently, Cam has programmed a smiley face that appears in the center of the screen, 
and he has projected the code on the board. Together as a class, they examine and experiment 
with this code. Cam asks the students where the smiley face is centered. When the smiley face is 
in the center of the screen, its position can be located with an x and y coordinate: the width of the 
screen divided by two and the height of the screen divided by two. These coordinates are written 
in the code as an ordered pair, or tuple, by listing the x and y coordinates separated by a comma 
(width/2, height/2). When students are unable to answer Cam’s initial question, Cam uses 
gesture to help them with the format of the answer he is looking for. 

When Cam’s initial question is not immediately answered (5.03), after a brief pause, Cam 
rephrases it. Then, when his second question isn’t immediately answered either, Cam tries again 
and is more explicit (now he asks for the “point,” 5.06). In this third version, as he says “center” 
he holds up both his hands in C-shapes (5.07, Figure 6a). This gesture provides a hint about the 
format of the answer Cam is looking for: It resembles the parentheses that surround an ordered 
pair of x and y coordinates. Don, sitting in the front, speaks up and answers, saying “in the 
middle” (5.09). Cam agrees with this answer (5.10), however, he pushes the class to be more 
specific, and asks for the coordinate of the middle of the screen (5.11). 
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Excerpt 5. Where is it centered? Initiations with format-cuing gestures 
01 Cam: But um ⎡so we have a smiley face 
02             ⎣((Cam places his hand on code projected on the board)) 
03      Where is it ⎡centered (0.7) 
04                  ⎣((Cam places his hand on the code on the board again)) 
05      Where is it at (0.8) 
06      Where’s the ⎡center of the smiley face- at what point 
07                  ⎣((Fig. 6a: Cam holds his hands up in C-shapes))  
08 ((Indistinct murmuring from the class)) 
09 Don: In the middle 
10 Cam: In the middle RIGHT↑ 
11      What coordinate is the middle of the screen  
12      I’m gonna ask you guys this a BILLion times so try to put it in memory 
13 ((Luc raises his hand)) 
14      Luc what’s the middle of the screen 
15 Luc: By width or by height↑ 
16 Cam: ⎡What’s the x y coordinate of the middle 
17      ⎣((Fig. 6b: Cam holds hands up in C-shapes again)) 
18 Luc: Um five hundred (0.6) the width↑ 
19 Cam: Let’s try to keep it in terms of ⎡width and height 
20                                       ⎣((Fig. 6c: Cam makes a U-shaped pinch 
21                                          gesture and slides it from his left 
22                                          to right))  
23      What’s the ⎡middle of the screen in terms of width and height 
24                 ⎣((Cam points to board)) 
25      ⎡Leo 
26      ⎣((Cam points to Leo)) 
27 Leo: Uh::hm width divided by two ⎡height divided by two↑ 
28                                  ⎣((Cam nods)) 
29 Cam: Exactly. 

Next, Cam calls on Luc who has raised his hand. Luc asks if Cam wants the width or the 
height and Cam rephrases the question a fifth time. This time, Cam specifically asks for the x 
and y coordinates verbally, and as he asks, he repeats the C-shaped gesture that resembles the 
parentheses of an ordered pair of coordinates (5.17, Figure 6b). Luc comes up with “500,” and 
then, after a pause, identifies it as “the width” (5.18). 

This is still not the answer Cam is looking for because it is not a set of coordinates, and it 
is not in terms of width and height. Cam encourages the class to answer in terms of width and 
height, and as he says width and height, he makes a U-shaped pinch gesture that he moves from 
his left to right (5.20-22, Figure 6c). This gesture produces another format cue by evoking a 
template for two specific values (the horizontal [x] and vertical [y] position) in a particular order. 
When writing an ordered pair of coordinates, the x value is written first (in this case, width of the 
screen divided by 2) and the y value is written second (in this case, height of the screen divided 
by 2). However, the gesture may be confusing because Cam’s left to right motion is actually seen 
as right to left by onlooking students. 

Nonetheless, when Cam calls on Leo in the back of the room, Leo provides the answer in 
the format Cam is looking for, and the class moves on to talking about different ways of 
changing the smiley face’s location. This questioning sequence is part of an even longer series of 
questions about the coordinate system (what Cazden and Mehan might call a topically related 
set; Mehan, 1979). By providing formatting cues in gesture to keep the discussion going, Cam is 
able to guide the students through a longer line of reasoning about how objects can be moved 
around with the coordinate system. 
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Figure 6. (a) Cam holds his hands up in C-shapes (5.07); (b) Cam holds his hands up in C-

shapes again (5.17); (c) Cam makes a U-shaped pinch gesture and slides it from his left to right 
(5.20-22). 

3.6.2 Uses of gestures in students’ Responses 
In IRE/F sequences, gestures also play an important role during students’ responses to 

instructors’ initiations. A number of studies have demonstrated that in STEM classrooms, 
learners’ explanations are often multimodal and sometimes rely on gesture when they are lacking 
the right words (e.g., Crowder, 1996; Flood et al., 2015; Roth & Lawless, 2002). In my corpus, I 
found three additional ways gesture plays a role during student responses when they answer 
instructors’ questions in IRE/F sequences. 

3.6.2.1 Gesture in candidate Responses 
When students respond to instructors’ initiations, they frequently mark the epistemic 

status (J. Heritage, 2012) or certainty of their contributions. For example, students might call out 
answers quietly or with upward rising intonations, signaling that what they are offering are 
merely potential or “candidate” answers. These displays acknowledge that the contribution may 
not be correct, or it may not be what the instructor is looking for. In the coding classrooms I 
investigated, I found that students sometimes use another multimodal method to index the 
epistemic status of contributions: Students use gesture to act out tentative responses to instructor 
initiations, allowing instructors to see their gestured candidate responses before they officially 
answer verbally, “on the record.” 
Excerpt 6. Arrays: Gesture in a candidate Response 

01 Cam: SoO (0.75) we only have a variable called color, so what we’re      

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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02      going to do is we’re going to store ALL:: three numbers in one      
03      variable. Y’guys think of how we could do that 
04 Sal: ⎡The °(brackets)° 
05      ⎣((Fig. 7: Sal traces a parenthesis or bracket-like shape in the air)) 
06 ((Cam points to Sal)) 
07 Cam: Sal↑ >remember what it was called< 
08 Sal: Yeah the ⎡arrays in the brackets  
09               ⎢((Fig. 8: Sal traces an opening then a closing square bracket)) 
10 Cam:          ⎢ArR::AYS right   
11               ⎣((Cam uses both hands to trace a line in the air)) 

 
Figure 7. Sal traces a parenthesis or bracket-like shape in the air (6.05). 

 
Figure 8. Sal traces an opening and closing bracket in the air (6.09). 

In Excerpt 6, Cam, the instructor, is walking the class through how to define objects in 
their programs. In this class, students make games where a player must eat food objects to 
increase in size while at the same time avoiding enemies. As they talk through each part of the 
process of defining a new object, Cam asks for feedback from the class on possible methods 
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through a series of questions. When they discuss how to give the object they are creating a color, 
Cam asks what type of variable would be best, given they need to store three values for the Red-
Green-Blue (RGB) color scale (6.01-03). 

Sal,	a student sitting in the front, doesn’t raise her hand, but instead looks up at Cam, 
traces a parenthesis or bracket-like shape in the air (6.05, Figure 7), and very softly says “the 
brackets” under her breath (6.04). She says this so quietly, that it is likely only detectable to the 
microphone directly in front of her in her laptop and not to the instructor who is more than six 
feet away. The instructor, however, does notice Sal has something to contribute. He turns his 
head as she raises her hand to trace the parentheses/bracket shape. As she finishes the gesture, 
Cam calls her by name and asks, “remember what it was called?” (6.07). In response to being 
called on, Sal elaborates her initial, tentative verbal contribution (6.04). She answers saying “the 
array in the brackets” (6.08) naming the variable type (an array) and its characteristic syntax (an 
open and a closed square bracket). She also reformulates and elaborates her original gesture, 
creating a recognizable pair of larger, more clearly defined open and closing square brackets 
(6.09, Figure 8). 

Like the other examples shown so far, Cam’s question is part of a more extended series 
of questions allowing him to guide students through a complex line of reasoning: creating 
objects. Although Cam most likely could not hear Sal’s initial, tentative verbal contribution, her 
first gesture provided a visible display that she had a viable answer to share. As a result, Cam 
invites and creates an opportunity for her to “officially” share with the class what she is thinking. 
Gestures in students’ initial tentative responses can serve as a resource for instructors to select 
students to share and elaborate their ideas, making these ideas publicly available for the class to 
access. 

3.6.2.2 Repairing Responses with gesture 

A second way students use gestures in their responses to instructor initiations is to 
remedy perceived problems in understanding or hearing. In everyday conversations, participants 
often repeat or reformulate what they have said in response to displays of misunderstanding or 
lack of hearing on the part of their interlocutor (Schegloff, 1992). Classrooms are no different, 
and problems in hearing and understanding are common when students share their ideas. In the 
programming corpus, I found that when students detect instructors’ trouble in making sense of 
their contributions, they sometimes repair and redesign their contribution by adding gesture to 
illustrate what they are saying.  

Consider the example in Excerpt 7. Instructors Ben and Mia are introducing a new 
project to their coding class. This project involves programming a “pixel bot” paintbrush to paint 
an emoji—a digital image used to express emotions or ideas. The pixel bot is programmed to 
paint different squares on a grid with different colors to create a pixelated image. In preparation 
for this project, the class is examining examples of cubist art by Pablo Picasso. Ben asks the 
class what they notice about the Picasso paintings and what features stand out. First, students 
mention they see buildings, and then Ben asks them to observe what the buildings are made out 
of. He is guiding them to notice that the paintings are composed of lots of smaller cubes. 

When Ben asks the students what they notice the buildings are made out, Eda raises her 
hand in the back of the room. Ben calls on her, but what she says is incomprehensible to cameras 
in the room and can only be heard via the microphone in her computer. Ben displays a problem 
hearing and understanding Eda by leaning forward (7.09) and saying “what’s that” (7.08). Eda 
repeats her contribution, now speaking more loudly, but Ben continues to lean forward, still 
displaying he can’t understand her. As she says lines a third time, Eda adds a gesture to her 
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contribution. She traces a line in the air up and down three times to illustrate her answer (7.11, 
Figure 9) as she says lines again. This time instructor Mia understands and repeats the answer 
lines to Ben (7.12), who repeats it as well (7.13). 
Excerpt 7. Lines: Using gesture to repair a Response 

01 Ben: So ⎡what are these buildings made out of,  
02         ⎣((Ben points out at the class)) 
03      like what’re- what’s a strong feature of these paintings↓  
04 ((Students raise their hands)) 
05 Ben: ⎡Eda 
06      ⎣((Ben points to Eda)) 
07 Eda: °Lines° 
08 Ben: ⎡What’s that- what’s that 
09      ⎣((Ben leans forward toward Eda)) 
10 Eda: Lin⎡es, lines 
11         ⎢((Fig. 9: Eda traces a vertical line up and down three times)) 
12 Mia:    ⎣Lines 
13 Ben: Lines. Lines↑ and then what do these lines make. 

 
Figure 9. Instructor Ben leans forward and Eda repairs her answer by tracing a vertical line up 

and down three times (7.11). 

By initiating the repair (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977) of Eda’s answer by 
displaying a problem in hearing and understanding, Ben successfully gets Eda to work on 
making her answer more clear. To repair the problem, Eda adds a gesture to depict what she is 
saying, providing the information in another mode. While repair in talk is well studied in 
conversation analysis, the ways participants use multimodal resources like gesture to repair 
problems in understanding and hearing is not well studied. Kress and colleagues have argued that 
different modalities of communication have different affordances (2001). Gesture, as we have 
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seen in this example (and the one prior), allows information to be conveyed across the larger 
conversational distances of classrooms where verbal contributions may be lost. 

Ben uses Eda’s answer, lines, to ask another question (“What do these lines make?” 
7.13), as part of guiding students to pick up on the pattern of cubes in the paintings. Because this 
answer becomes woven into the longer series of questions about the paintings, it is important that 
everyone can follow what is said along the way. By initiating the repair, Ben helps to make 
Eda’s idea publicly available for the rest of the class to consider. Many students are far away 
from Eda and likely could not hear her the first time. 

3.6.2.3 Using gesture to co-construct student Responses 
Gesture also plays a role in student responses when instructors gesture during students’ 

responses to co-construct answers with them. I found that this is a common occurrence when 
instructors are at the board and students, sitting in a seat far away, provide responses that 
reference information or images on the board. In order to help illustrate what students are saying, 
instructors gesture to highlight relevant information. This functions to enhance and contextualize 
students’ responses. 

This phenomenon is illustrated in Excerpt 8. Mia, the instructor, is at the board, and the 
class is discussing two coding challenges they just completed. Mia asks the class what was 
different about the two challenges. While both challenges involved writing programs to create 
different colored lines in specific locations, the second challenge required making lines that were 
not just different colors but were also different lengths. Mia calls on a student who, instead of 
making the differences explicit, provides an answer about how she coded each challenge and 
glosses over how the second challenge had different length lines.  

After, Mia calls on Ivy to more clearly identify what is different about the lines in the 
more recent challenge. Ivy explains that the blue line they had to recreate had five squares (8.04-
05), the purple line had three squares (8.09, 8.12), and the other two lines each had four squares 
(8.15). As Ivy speaks, she traces a line and makes a square shape with her hand (8.06). However, 
Ivy is sitting far away from the board and cannot point directly to what she is talking about. She 
is also sitting in the back of the room behind a number of students who face the instructor, and 
these students may not be able to see her gestures. 
Excerpt 8. Five, three, four: Using gesture to co-construct a Response 

01 Mia: So ⎡just first, like, in the picture,  
02         ⎣ ((Mia points to board)) 
03      what’s different about the lines (1.8) uhh Ivy 
04 Ivy: Um so blu::e there’s five (.)  
05      ⎡like lines- (.)                 ⎡squares  
06      ⎣((Fig. 10a: Ivy traces a line)) ⎣((Fig. 10b: Ivy makes a pinch shape)) 
07 Mia:  ⎡Uhhuh 
08       ⎣((Fig. 11a: Mia points to each square in the blue line)) 
09 Ivy: And then the ⎡the deep purple one↑  
10                   ⎣((Ivy points to board)) 
11 ((Mia points to the purple line)) 
12 Ivy: Yeah that one, ⎡there’s only three  
13                     ⎣((Fig. 11b: Mia traces her hand along the purple line)) 
14 Mia: ⎡Right  
15 Ivy: ⎣And then the other two, ⎡there’s four  
16                               ⎣((Fig. 11c: Mia points to other lines)) 
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Figure 10. (a) Ivy traces a line (8.06) and then (b) makes a pinch shape that resembles a square 

(8.06). 

 
Figure 11. (a) Instructor Mia points to each square in the blue line (8.08), (b) then she traces her 

finger along the purple line (8.13), (c) and then she points to the other two lines on the board 
(8.16). 

While Ivy answers, Mia starts to silently gesture at the board, coordinated with what Ivy 
says. First, as Ivy mentions the blue line, Mia points to each of the five squares in the blue line 
(8.08, Figure 11a). Mia’s gesture explicitly highlights the number of squares helping make clear 
what Ivy means. Ivy had self-repaired both her speech (“five like lines” to “squares”) and her 
accompanying gesture: She had traced a line in the air (8.06, Figure 10a), but then repairs this by 
making a pinch shape that resembles a square (8.06, Figure 10b). Instead of overtly correcting 
Ivy, Mia uses her own gesture to silently clarify Ivy’s explanation. Next, as Ivy talks about the 
purple line (8.09), Mia traces it, highlighting the length with her finger (8.13, Figure 11b). 
Finally, when Ivy talks about the other two lines, Mia points to them (8.16, Figure 11c).  

During	Ivy’s response, both instructor and student gesture to make the answer 
understandable to each other and the onlooking class. While there is an increasing interest in how 
instructors repeat or reformulate students’ gestures after they have shared an explanation 
(Arzarello et al., 2009; Flood, 2018; Shein, 2012), how instructors gesture during students’ 
explanations has received less attention. An important, recent exception is Alibali et al. 2019, 
who found that teachers at the board point out the referents in students’ explanations to support 
them. In this case, Mia’s silent gestures produced during Ivy’s own multimodal response help to 
co-construct Ivy’s explanation. In particular, they help clarify, illustrate, and contextualize what 
Ivy is saying for the class. This makes Ivy’s reasoning both verbally and visually available to all 
the students in the room. After, Mia builds from Ivy’s co-produced explanation to continue 
discussing the differences in the two challenges with the class. 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) (c) 
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3.6.3 Uses of gestures in instructors’ Follow-ups and Evaluations 
3.6.3.1 Repeating students’ gestures in Follow-ups  

When students produce responses, a common way instructors interact with these 
responses is to repeat or revoice them. However, when students’ responses contain gestures, 
instructors do not just repeat students’ verbal contributions but sometimes will also repeat 
students’ gestures. In my investigation of the four programming courses, these gesture repeats 
often work to make students’ gestures visible and perceptible for all to see. Small gestures made 
by students are repeated by the instructor, made larger and held up for everyone in the class. 
Repeating students’ gestures also serves as an implicit evaluation, sending the message that even 
nonverbal contributions are useful for advancing the class’s thinking during discussions. 
Excerpt 9. Parentheses: Repeating a gesture to a student response 

01 Mia: So::o (0.75) how’d we know that  
02      these are function calls (2.0)  
03      Is there something like- °in common (.)  
04      with all of th↑em° (1.8) Ell 
05 Ell: They uhm (2.2) °they have uhm° 
06 ((Fig. 12a: Ell brings both hands up to form a set of parentheses)) 
07 ((Fig. 12b: Mia nods and brings both hands up to form a set of parentheses)) 
08 Mia: Yeah, what are these called (1.2) 
09 ((Mia continues holding both hands up as parenthesis, looks from side to side)) 
10 Ell: °Cod↑ing°   
11 ((Mia raises her hands and ⎡bounces them up and down)) 
12 Mia:                       ⎣These little (0.3) parenthe↑ses 

 
Figure 12. (a) Ell makes C-shaped parentheses gestures (9.06) and (b) Mia the instructor repeats 

them (9.07). 

Consider the example in Excerpt 9 where an instructor repeats a student’s gesture when 
the student can’t come up with a verbal description of what she is trying to share. When this 
example occurs, instructor Mia and the class are examining some sample code to practice 

(a) (b) 
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reading and identifying what different parts of it do. Mia points to a section of the code and asks 
the class how they can tell that the section contains function calls (9.01-04). A good way to tell is 
if the line of code ends in a pair of parentheses. 

Several students raise	their hands and Mia calls on Ell. When Ell answers, she says, “they 
have uhm-” (9.05). As her speech trails off, she holds up her right and left hand in C-shapes, 
creating what looks like a pair of parentheses (9.06, Figure 12a). Mia also raises her hands in C-
shapes, making a similar gesture to Ell’s (9.07, Figure 12b). Ell looks from side to side, 
displaying doing a word search (M. H. Goodwin & C. Goodwin, 1986). Then she says very 
softly, with rising intonation, “coding” (9.10). After this second try, Mia raises her hands and 
bounces them, still in the C-shapes (9.11), and then refers to them as “these little parentheses” 
(9.12). 

By attending to Ell’s gesture, Mia can tell that Ell knows how to identify a function by its 
parentheses. Mia copies the gesture that Ell made, and asks Ell to elaborate by giving the C-
shapes a name. By repeating Ell’s gesture Mia is validating it as being on the right track. She is 
implicitly evaluating Ell’s response as valuable, even though Ell is unable to come up with a 
verbal description. By holding, and then raising up the gesture and bouncing her hands, Mia calls 
the class’s attention to it, and makes this aspect of Ell’s reasoning available for all to see. The 
parentheses, the C-shapes in the code, are what you can use to identify function calls.  

3.6.3.2 Adding gestures to students’ contributions in Follow-ups  
Instructors often follow-up student responses by drawing on and elaborating what 

students have contributed (Mortimer & Scott, 2003; O’Connor & Michaels, 1996). While this 
has mainly been observed as a verbal practice in prior work, in my corpus, I found that 
instructors sometimes elaborate students’ contributions by adding gestures to students’ responses 
that did not initially include gestures. The imagery these gestures provide can serve to make the 
students’ contribution clearer or may provide information that better connects the answer with a 
disciplinary understanding. For example, a student might mention using a repeat function, and 
the instructor may make a looping gesture with their hand while revoicing the students’ verbal 
contribution, reminding the class what a repeat function does.   

Excerpt 10 illustrates such a case. Instructor Mia	and the class are examining some 
sample code to practice reading and identifying what different parts do. Mia asks students to 
come up and identify different parts of code. Ava volunteers to find the programmer’s notes or 
comments in the code. She comes up to the board and correctly circles the example comment 
(10.04). Mia asks Ava how she knew how to identify the comment, and Ava softly says “because 
it has those two slashes” (10.06) and points back to the board. As Ava walks back to her seat, 
Mia repeats what Ava said, but she also adds a gesture: Mia holds her arms up for the class like 
two backslashes for all to see (10.09, Figure 13).  
Excerpt 10. Slashes: Adding a gesture to a student response in a Follow-up 

01 Mia: Comments:: (1.0) 
02      Who wants to circle the comment (2.1) uhhh ⎡Ava 
03                                                 ⎣((Points to Ava)) 
04 ((Ava gets up and circles a comment in the code on the board)) 
05 Mia: Mmhmm and how did you know that that was a comment. 
06 Ava: °Because ⎡it has those two slashes°  
07               ⎣((Ava points back to the board)) 
08 Mia: It has the ⎡two slashes like this::  
09                 ⎣((Fig. 13: Mia tilts both her arms like backslashes)) 
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Figure 13. Instructor Mia tilts both her arms like backslashes (8.09). 

By adding a depictive gesture to Ava’s response, Mia makes Ava’s rationale publicly 
available to the class. If students did not understand what was being referred to by “slashes,” 
they now have a visible illustration of what these slashes look like and what to look for in the 
future. By adding a gesture to a student’s verbally shared thinking, instructors can help make the 
student’s ideas more accessible to the onlooking class. 

3.6.3.3 Elaborating students’ gestures in Follow-ups  
In addition to adding gestures to students’ responses that do not have gestures, instructors 

also use their follow-up turns to elaborate gestures that students made. Like sentences, gestures 
can have multiple phrases or parts (Kendon, 2004). Instructors sometimes repeat a gesture phrase 
made by a student and then add new phrases to expand on the imagery. This often functions to 
extend the idea that the student has presented or to make it better aligned with a disciplinary 
understanding of the concept.  

Consider the example in Excerpt 11, where an instructor elaborates a student’s gesture, 
making the student’s idea clearer for the class. Cam, the instructor, is working with the class to 
create an object that will be the player for the game they are creating. Currently, their programs 
have the player object follow the mouse around the screen. However, to do this, the program 
must draw a new version of the player every time the screen refreshes. Cam asks the class what 
they can do to hide the old versions of the player so that it appears as if the same object is 
following the mouse. One student suggests they re-draw the background. Cam asks why it 
matters what order the program draws the background and player object. Then he asks why the 
player disappears when the background code follows the object code (11.01-02). The objects 
they create are boulders or rocks that they give specific names (e.g., “mustache”). 

Cam calls on Lea and she answers, explaining “if you put it in front you’re covering up 
uhm what’s going on behind” (11.04-05). As she says this, she holds her hand palm out and 
waves it back and forth as if covering something (11.06, Figure 14). Cam praises Lea’s idea and 
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references inspirational memes the class created to express emotions about programming (e.g., 
success vs. failure; 11.07-11). Then, Cam elaborates Lea’s idea both in speech and in gesture. In 
speech, Cam makes Lea’s verbal indexical references more explicit. Instead of “it” he says 
background, and instead of “what’s going on behind” he says, “old drawings” (11.13). He also 
refers to the objects by name: “Phalanges” and “mustache” are the names for boulders they came 
up with as a class earlier. He repeats Lea’s palm out waving gesture by sliding his outstretched 
hands to the right (11.14-15, Figure 15a) as he says, “basically covering the old drawings.” Then 
he moves each of his hands downward from above his forehead (11.17, Figure 15b) depicting a 
list as he says, “because it draws in order.” He then places each of his hands out in front of him 
as he talks about the two objects, named “phalanges” and “mustache” being rendered (11.21, 
11.23, Figure 15c). Finally, he swipes his hands across one another (11.25, Figure 15d) as he 
says, “and then you just covered it all with the background” (11.24). 
Excerpt 11. Background last: Elaborating gesture in a student response 

01 Cam: So why do you guys not see the boulder or the rock anymore when    
02      you put background last?  
03      Uhhh tch tch tch Lea 
04 Lea: Uhm because if you put it in front you’re covering up 
05      ⎡uhm what’s going on behind  
06      ⎣((Fig 14: Lea holds her hand up vertically, palm out, and waves it)) 
07 Cam:  ⎡Ahhh 
08       ⎣((Cam stretches LH out to Lea and places RH on his heart)) 
09      ⎡Ni::ice 
10      ⎣((Cam puts his hand under his chin and smiles)) 
11      I’m going to keep doing that now. Now I need to remind you of the  
12      memes, man. So yeah, uhhhhhh exactly, whenever you’re drawing the   
13      background you’re ⎡basically covering up the old drawings 
14                        ⎣((Fig 15a: Cam holds both hands up palm facing out,  
15                           then slides them to the right)) 
16      ⎡because it draws in order.  
17      ⎣((Fig 15b: Cam moves both hands downwards as if passing down a list)) 
18       ⎡When you tell phalanges to render  
19       ⎣((Cam begins to lift LH)) 
20      ⎡it draws it  
21      ⎣((Fig 15c: Cam holds LH out vertical palm out)) 
22       ⎡when you tell mustache to render it draws it (.)  
23       ⎣((Fig 15c: Cam holds RH out vertical palm out)) 
24      ⎡and then you just COvered it all with the background.  
25      ⎣((Fig 15d: Cam moves both hands in alternate directions, crossing them)) 

 
Figure 14. Lea holds her right hand up vertically, palm out, and waves it (11.06). 
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Figure 15. (a) Instructor Cam holds both hands up, palm facing out, then slides them to his right 
(11.14-15); then, (b) Cam moves both hands downward as if passing down a list (11.17). Next, 

(c) Cam holds his left hand out, then his right hand out (11.21,23); and last, (d) Cam moves both 
hands in alternate directions crossing them (11.25). 

Cam’s gesture repeats and modifies the gesture phrase Lea made (11.06, Figure 14) and 
then builds on it with three distinct new phrases (Figure 15b-d). By being more explicit about 
what is going on using gesture and speech, Cam connects Lea’s original idea to a disciplinary 
understanding of the answer to the question: The program renders different layers sequentially in 
an order that depends on the way the code is ordered. His performance also makes Lea’s now 
elaborated idea available to the class looking on and allows them to continue their broader 
discussion of how to create the player object. 

3.7 Discussion 
The goal of this study was to uncover ways in which gesture is used in IRE/F sequences. 

Within each part of the sequence, I found that gesture can perform a variety of different 
functions. In initiations, gestures can provide different kinds of cues about the response (product-
cueing gestures), the method of coming up with a response (method-cueing gestures), or the 
desired format of the response (format-cueing gestures). In student responses, gestures can signal 
when students have a viable answer, gestures can clarify misunderstood responses, and gestures 
can aid in co-constructing responses between instructors and students. Finally, in instructors’ 
follow-up turns, repeated gestures can amplify student ideas for all to see and can evaluate 
information as valuable. Additionally, in follow-up-turns, added gestures and elaborated gestures 
can help clarify, extend, and reformulate student contributions so they better align with 
disciplinary understandings. By adopting an approach inspired by ethnomethodological 
conversation analysis and Goodwin’s Co-Operative Action Framework, I was able to reveal the 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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embodied, multimodal methods and resources teachers and learners used to organize and engage 
in IRE/F sequences. Without attending to gesture and other forms of multimodality, it would not 
be possible to fully appreciate the kinds of questions instructors ask, the ways students respond, 
and the diversity in how instructors can follow-up.  

Gaining access to the methods and resources students and instructors rely on in IRE/F 
sequences was possible because of the comprehensive way these classroom interactions were 
audiovisually recorded. Having 5-10 camera angles made accessing different granularities of 
phenomena (e.g., an instructor’s large gesture up at the board vs. a student’s very small gesture 
right in front of their body) possible. The many camera angles also allowed for more accurate 
reconstruction of the dynamic, three-dimensional images instructors and students create for one 
another with gesture. In addition, multiple audio sources in the room (in-camera microphones 
and screen recordings from laptop computers in front of each student) made it possible to hear 
the often very quiet contributions of students during IRE/F sequences. Frequently, classroom 
interactions are recorded with only one or two cameras, forcing the researcher to make difficult 
decisions about what to focus on, which forfeits inclusion of some of the multimodal 
communicational and perceptual resources that participants have access to and draw on in 
interaction. More comprehensive audiovisual coverage of classrooms is able to open up 
productive new lines of ethnomethodological inquiry into the role of multimodal resources in 
organizing discourse in learning settings.  

Overall, this study makes a theoretical contribution to better understanding discursive 
practices in teacher-led, whole class discussion and appreciating the multimodal dimension of a 
ubiquitous kind of questioning sequence. This work extends Mehan’s original project of 
identifying and characterizing the different forms IRE/F sequences can take. My analysis also 
extends the more recent efforts of Kääntä (2012, 2014) and Zemel and colleagues (2011) to 
better understand multimodality in IRE/F sequences. By further refining how we understand the 
pedagogical practice of questioning, this analysis helps bring into relief more of the nuanced and 
“seen-but-unnoticed” (Garfinkel, 2002) aspects of instructional work that are frequently 
overlooked. 

In addition, my study contributes to Wells and colleagues’ project of documenting the 
complexity and productiveness of IRE/F sequences. I join Wells in arguing that before any 
pedagogical practice is labeled unproductive, we must first better appreciate the diverse forms 
and functions it can take. When multimodal resources like gesture are considered, we can more 
fully appreciate how IRE/F sequences are used to (1) guide students through complex chains of 
reasoning, (2) probe and assess students’ understandings, (3) make students’ thinking public and 
accessible for others to build on, and finally, (4) reformulate or elaborate learners’ contributions 
and connect them with disciplinary understandings. 

In particular, instructors’ gestures served a variety of productive pedagogical purposes 
during IRE/F sequences. By providing hints through gesture in initiations, product-cuing, 
method-cuing, and format-cuing create extra scaffolding that help students engage in longer 
chains of reasoning as they participate in the discussion. In many cases, instructors did not 
immediately provide product-cues, method-cues, or format-cues, but waited until students 
hesitated to volunteer answers. Reformulating initiations by adding gestures allow instructors to 
use IRE/F sequences to probe students’ understandings and modify the way questions were 
asked to adjust instruction to students’ displayed understandings in the moment. In addition, by 
repeating and elaborating students’ gestures in evaluation/follow-up turns, instructors amplify 
visual and/or dynamic aspects of students’ ideas and make them visible for the whole class to 
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consider. Repeating gestures also provides a means to evaluate students’ responses and validate 
gestures as providing useful information worth sharing with the class. Adding gestures to 
students’ verbal explanations and elaborating gestures also allow instructors to connect students’ 
initial ideas with more robust disciplinary understandings. 

Lastly, this study also contributes to better understanding the role of dialogic gesture 
(Arnold, 2012) in classroom interactions. The vast majority of studies of gesture in classroom 
settings investigate gestures instructors or students make in isolation, without considering the 
ways these gestures dialogically come into contact with and reciprocally shape – or interanimate 
(Bahktin, 1981) – each other. My analysis demonstrates that in IRE/F sequences, the gestures 
instructors and students make dialogically shape each other’s responses and follow-up turns both 
sequentially and simultaneously (simultaneously is especially salient in Excerpt 8 where 
instructor and student co-construct a turn with gesture). By illustrating new ways gesture is 
dialogic in classroom settings, my analysis makes an important contribution to expanding our 
understanding of the role of gesture in classroom discourse. 

There are several limitations to this study. The first is that we cannot know from the 
presented data how instructors’ use of gesture during IRE/F sequences impacts more longitudinal 
STEM learning outcomes. There is growing evidence that instructors’ use of gesture is beneficial 
in helping students grasp difficult ideas in STEM (e.g., Valenzeno, Alibali, & Klatzky, 2003) and 
future work could track whether and how instructors’ use of multimodal resources like gesture in 
IRE/F sequences affect students’ learning over time. In addition, this study also cannot examine 
how students’ own use of gesture during IRE/F sequences affects their more longitudinal 
learning outcomes. However, a strength of microanalytic studies like this one is their ability to 
reveal new interactional phenomena that can then be examined in experimental and longitudinal 
studies. 

I also do not claim to have produced an exhaustive list of how multimodal resources like 
gesture play a role in IRE/F sequences. Instead, I hope this investigation can open up new lines 
of inquiry. In general, this study contributes to a growing body of work documenting the critical 
role multimodal resources play in organizing classroom discourse. More investigations are 
needed to better understand the embodied, multimodal nature of classroom communication to 
create ethnographically adequate (McDermott et al., 1978) accounts. Although this study looked 
at just three classrooms in a specific learning setting (programming), the rich and thorough 
descriptions of each form of multimodal IRE/F sequence that I developed makes it possible to 
identify and compare similar interactional processes in settings beyond this one. There is no 
reason to believe that multimodality in IRE/F sequences is limited to programming learning 
classrooms. 

Lastly, this investigation carries several implications for practice. Bringing instructors’ 
awareness to the role gestures can play during IRE/F sequences may help instructors use 
multimodal resources more purposively and effectively during teacher-led, whole-class 
discussions (c.f., Alibali, Young, et al., 2013). For example, instructors may be able to 
experiment with deliberately introducing gesture into how they ask and reformulate questions 
when learners show difficulty in responding. Instructors could also begin to experiment with 
being attentive to the gestures learners produce when responding to questions, and could try out 
repeating and reformulating learners’ gestures in follow-up turns as part of their responsive 
teaching practice.  
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3.8 Concluding remarks 
Building on prior investigations of classroom discourse and IRE/F sequences, I contribute 

nine novel ways that gesture is used in these sequences. My analysis contributes to broadening 
our current understanding of the ways in which meaning-making in classrooms is supported 
through multimodal dialogic processes, where understandings arise moment-by-moment through 
the local, situated, embodied interactional work of participants. 
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4 Teaching with embodied learning technologies for mathematics: Responsive teaching 
for embodied learning5 

4.1 Responsive teaching and dialogic gesture 
For the third paper in my dissertation, I return to the Mathematical Imagery Trainer for 

Proportions. In this paper, I examine the ways in which tutors are responsive to learners’ 
multimodally-expressed ideas. In particular, I examine: (1) how tutors can encourage learners’ 
gesture and attend to learners’ gesture-speech mismatches; (2) how tutors can reproduce 
learners’ gestures to check their understanding of learners’ ideas and better target instruction in 
the moment; and (3) how tutors can simultaneously co-produce gestures with learners to 
elaborate and build on learners’ ideas. In each case, gestures are used as a dialogic resource for 
engaging with learners’ ideas and helping them build on these ideas towards more robust 
mathematical understandings. 

4.2 Introduction 
Over the last 20 years, much of mathematics education has come to embrace the idea that 

learning mathematics is an enactive, embodied process (e.g., Abrahamson & Sanchez-Garcia, 
2016; Alibali & Nathan, 2012; de Freitas & Sinclair, 2013; Nemirovsky & Ferrara, 2009; 
Radford, 2014). During this time, there has been an explosion of activities and technologies 
designed to deliberately incorporate the body into explorations of mathematics. Novel, swiftly 
evolving forms of human-computer interaction such as augmented reality and haptic input have 
created a number of unique ways to enlist bodily activity in mathematics learning. As these 
technologies become more affordable and accessible, we are seeing a number of embodied 
mathematics learning technologies find their way into museums and schools. However, despite 
this influx of embodied learning technologies, the roles mathematics educators (teachers, tutors, 
museum personnel, and parents) can play to support learning with these technologies are 
frequently underspecified. In particular, we know little about how educators can support 
mathematics learning when it consists of technology-enabled kinesthetic and tactile experiences. 

In this paper, I identify and characterize teaching practices for productively engaging 
with learners’ embodied ideas when they are using embodied design mathematics learning 
technologies. I take a particular interest in multimodally communicative strategies that rely on 
interactional resources like gesture and object manipulation, among others. Inspired by 
responsive teaching and clinical interviewing techniques, my analysis illuminates three strategies 
for eliciting and engaging with learners’ multimodally-expressed embodied ideas. These include 
(1) explicitly encouraging learners to gesture to express and reflect on their embodied ideas, (2) 
providing multimodal candidate understandings of learners’ embodied ideas, and (3) co-
constructing multimodal, embodied ideas. 

4.3 Technology-enabled embodied learning experiences for mathematics 
A vast array of interdisciplinary studies in cognitive science and mathematics education 

have established that mathematical thinking and learning are fundamentally grounded in and 
                                                
5 A revised version of this paper, co-authored with Anna Shvarts and Dor Abrahamson, is 
forthcoming: Flood, V. J., Shvarts, A., & Abrahamson, D. (in press). Teaching with embodied 
learning technologies for mathematics: Responsive teaching for embodied learning. ZDM 
Mathematics Education, 20(7). 
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emerge through dynamic bodily actions and physical experiences in the world (Abrahamson & 
Sanchez-Garcia, 2016; Alibali & Nathan, 2012; Nemirovsky & Ferrara, 2009; Núñez et al., 
1999). In response to this embodied, enactive approach to mathematical cognition, educational 
designers have enlisted novel technologies and human-computer interfaces to put the human 
body at the center of mathematics learning. These designs include “walking-scale” geometry 
with GPS trackers (Hall et al., 2014), operating a life-sized etch-a-sketch like instrument to 
experience parametric functions (Nemirovsky et al., 2014), and using motion tracking to explore 
ratio and proportion through bimanual motion (Abrahamson & Trninic, 2015), among many 
others. 

In many technology-enabled embodied learning experiences, learners are invited to 
engage in perceptuomotor challenges that encourage them to move their bodies in ways that can 
lead to new mathematical insights (Abrahamson & Sanchez-Garcia, 2016; Nemirovsky et al., 
2014; Robutti, 2006). Human-computer interfaces track and interpret learners’ bodily actions, 
and guide participation by providing feedback about learners’ movements and location. 
Technology-guided, pre-symbolic bodily actions and experiences comprise a substrate (C. 
Goodwin, 2018) that can be cultivated into robust, disciplinary understandings of mathematics 
through reflection, negotiation, and signification. Key to this cultivation is the support of more-
capable others (tutors, teachers, parents, museum educators, etc.). Social interaction provides an 
arena for reflection, negotiation, and signification of technology-guided bodily actions through 
multimodal discourse (Abrahamson, Gutiérrez, Charoenying, et al., 2012; Flood, 2018; Shvarts 
& Abrahamson, 2019) that includes talk, gesture, physical manipulation of objects, and other 
semiotic resources (C. Goodwin, 2000). In Vygotskian terms, learners’ spontaneous or “real” 
forms of embodied experience can be interconnected with academic, “ideal” ways of organizing 
those experiences through interactions with more culturally competent members of society 
(1986). However, to date, there have been few examinations of how educators can best facilitate 
learners’ reconciliation of their embodied experiences with the cultural forms and practices of 
disciplinary mathematics. 

Many technology-enabled embodied mathematics learning environments eschew direct 
instruction and are designed to support discovery-based learning. Facilitating discovery-based 
learning requires educators to follow where learners lead, and in the case of embodied 
mathematics learning, how they move and perceive. When learners use embodied mathematics 
learning technologies, many of their insights—for example the patterns they notice—consist of 
kinesthetic and tactile information—bodily experiences of moving and perceiving (Abrahamson 
& Sanchez-Garcia, 2016; Flood, 2018; Nemirovsky et al., 2014). These new ways of moving and 
perceiving are embodied ideas that may not at first readily transfer to words. Embodied insights 
arise through interacting with the interface and are expressed multimodally using rich 
configurations of demonstrative action with the interface, gesture, bodily performances, talk, and 
other semiotic resources (Arzarello et al., 2009; Radford, 2003). Educators must make sense of 
and comprehend learners’ discoveries—how learners are moving and perceiving—in order to 
build on these ideas and connect them with disciplinary ways of knowing in mathematics. 

 A key aspect of successful guidance in technology-enabled embodied mathematics 
learning technologies is an educator’s ability to attune to the learner’s movement, idiosyncratic 
perception, and interpretation of the experience at any given moment (Abrahamson, Gutiérrez, & 
Baddorf, 2012; Flood, Harrer, & Abrahamson, 2016; Shvarts & Abrahamson, 2019). Shvarts and 
Abrahamson (2019) suggest that in technology-enabled embodied learning environments, micro-
zones of proximal development emerge from dynamic, intercorporeal embodied attunements 
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between educators and learners. Using dual eye-tracking, they have documented how, through 
coordinations of student and tutor eye gaze patterns, tutors seem to be able to anticipate learners’ 
movements, and thus are in a better position to offer the right guidance at the right time. These 
intercorporeal perceptual coordinations allow tutors to re-frame learners’ attention at 
consequential moments. In these moments, tutors can suggest cultural forms (in these cases, 
disciplinary mathematical ways of describing phenomena) as helpful ways of organizing 
learners’ interpretations of embodied experiences. Learning emerges as the product of a dynamic 
intercorporeal system, where a shift from real (spontaneous) to ideal (academic) dynamical 
equilibrium is contingent on fostering joint attention toward the manipulable display. 

When educators recognize the disciplinary potential in learners’ ways of moving, 
perceiving, and interpreting embodied experiences, opportunities arise to connect learners’ 
embodied ideas with mathematical ways of organizing those ideas. However, intercorporeal 
attunements between tutor and learner are difficult and not always readily achieved (Flood et al., 
2016). Making connections between learners’ embodied ideas and disciplinary mathematics 
requires interactional work to elicit, elaborate, and build on these ideas. In this paper, I 
investigate the methods and resources educators have at their disposal to understand how 
learners are perceiving, moving, and interpreting the significance of their embodied experiences 
in order to guide learning in technology-enabled embodied mathematics learning environments. 
To begin to answer this question, I turn to responsive teaching and clinical interviewing, which 
both provide guidance on how to facilitate students’ inquiry and discovery. 

4.4 Responsive teaching: Engaging with the disciplinary substance in learners’ ideas 
In mathematics and science education, a number of scholars have documented ways that 

educators attend and respond to learners’ ideas (for two recent volumes see Robertson, Scherr, & 
Hammer, 2016; Sherin, Jacobs, & Phlipp, 2011). This collection of practices, known as 
responsive teaching, involves explicitly valuing and eliciting students’ thinking, engaging with 
it, and using it to fundamentally shape the course of instruction in the moment (Ball, 1993; Ball, 
Lubienski, & Mewborn, 2001; Pierson, 2008; Saxe, Gearhart, & Seltzer, 1999). In particular, 
responsive teaching involves drawing out, responding to, and working with aspects of ideas that 
have disciplinary value or substance (Coffey et al., 2011). For example, in the famous Sean 
numbers tape, Dr. Deborah Ball (the teacher) recognizes that the rule student Sean shares about 
odd and even numbers provides an opportunity for the classroom to examine and evaluate 
mathematical definitions (Ball, 1993). Mathematics classrooms where teachers are responsive to 
learners ideas lead to increased mathematical learning (Pierson, 2008; Saxe et al., 1999). 

A variety of strategies educators use to be responsive to learners’ ideas have been 
identified. These include eliciting, probing, summarizing, expanding, reformulating, offering 
interpretation of, or clarifying the thinking learners’ share. They also include highlighting or 
drawing attention to certain aspects of learners’ thinking, asking for justification of that thinking, 
and inviting others to evaluate or comment on learners’ thinking (Jacobs & Empson, 2016; 
Lineback, 2015; Pierson, 2008). However, the majority of previous studies have focused on 
educators’ verbal forms of responsiveness to students’ verbally expressed ideas and written 
work. Less attention has been paid to (1) how educators respond to learners’ multimodally-
expressed embodied ideas and (2) how teachers use multimodal, embodied forms of 
communication to respond to learners’ ideas. As a result, we know little about the embodied, 
multimodal dimensions of responsive teaching. Multimodal, embodied forms of responsiveness 
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are likely particularly important in the case of technology-enabled embodied mathematics 
learning environments. 

To date, only a small handful of studies have investigated how educators attend and 
respond to learners’ embodied ideas that are expressed through gesture and bodily performances. 
In chemistry, Flood et al. (2015) explored how instructors can attend and respond to gesture in 
students’ ideas. They argue that responsiveness to gesture makes it possible to identify when (a) 
students have disciplinarily productive ideas but are lacking terminology to describe them, (b) 
students use incorrect verbal descriptors for ideas, but have disciplinarily appropriate 
understanding of concepts, and (c) students convey important ideas through gesture that are not 
represented in their speech. Flood et al. also showed that instructors can better build on student 
thinking when they explicitly interact with students’ gestures and ask for clarification about what 
these gestures represent. In addition, several studies have also demonstrated that repeating and 
reformulating students’ gestures through multimodal re-“voicing” can help learners build on 
their own ideas and make connections with disciplinary understandings (Alibali et al., 2019; 
Flood, 2018; Flood et al., 2016; Shein, 2012).  

In order to appreciate productive teaching strategies in the case of technology-enabled 
embodied learning environments, we must expand the scope of teacher responsiveness to include 
multimodal, embodied semiotic resources like gesture. In these environments, learners use 
diverse semiotic resources like gesture and bodily performance to share and reflect on their 
embodied ideas. Building on recent investigations of responsive teaching as an embodied, 
multimodal phenomenon, my goal in this study was to understand how educators can be 
responsive to learners’ embodied ideas and how this responsiveness can facilitate mathematical 
discovery with technology-enabled embodied learning environments. 

4.5 Entering the child’s [embodied] mind 
I also turn to techniques from clinical interviewing to guide my investigation of 

multimodal strategies for responsive teaching that occur during the facilitation of technology-
enabled embodied mathematics learning. Clinical interviewing has many similarities with 
facilitating discovery-based learning, although it rarely aims to be explicitly instructional 
(diSessa, 2007; Ginsburg, 1997). The central goal of the clinical interview, according to 
Ginsberg, is to deeply understand and build off children’s knowledge and thought-processes. 
diSessa describes the clinical interview as a form of mutual inquiry where interviewees do their 
best to make sense of a problematic situation and interviewers do their best to understand how 
interviewees are making sense. Ginsburg and diSessa both argue that through reflecting on 
experiences and introspecting on those processes, clinical interviews provide opportunities for 
discovery and learning. By examining their own thinking, children can become more clear and 
organized in their ideas, and make connections with new disciplinary ways of looking at 
experiences (diSessa, 2007; Ginsberg, 1997).  

Many clinical interviewing strategies make for effective responsive teaching strategies. In 
his famous book Entering the Child’s Mind, Ginsburg describes three general heuristics for 
eliciting and engaging with children’s thinking that include (1) establishing and monitoring 
motivation, (2) assessing thinking, and (3) determining children’s learning potential. He groups a 
number of specific strategies into these three categories. For example, as part of establishing and 
monitoring motivation, Ginsburg recommends finding ways to encourage verbalization and 
monitoring for affect, especially displays of confusion or frustration, and responding 
accordingly. Some of the techniques he recommends for assessing thinking and learning 
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potential include probing and questioning the thinking children share, helping children 
introspect, working to establish children’s competence, and offering counter-suggestions to test 
children’s conviction in certain assertions. 

Ginsburg described these strategies as techniques for “entering the child’s mind.” 
However, like responsive teaching strategies, they are primarily described as verbal strategies for 
eliciting, responding, and engaging with children’s thinking shared in talk. In the case of 
technology-enabled embodied mathematics learning, we must extend the mind to include not just 
the brain, but the acting body, as well as the objects the body interacts with. As I have argued 
earlier, embodied ideas are often expressed using multimodal communication that also extends 
beyond talk. Therefore, inspired by Ginsburg’s suggested techniques, I ask, what does it look 
like to enter the child’s embodied mind? Instead of encouraging verbalization, how can children 
be encouraged to give multimodal explanations of their embodied ideas? How can instructors 
probe multimodally-expressed embodied ideas and establish how children are moving and 
perceiving as part of their embodied thinking? Most resources on clinical interviewing do not 
explicitly address how to elicit and engage with embodied ideas learners have or how to attend to 
ideas expressed through physical means like demonstrative action with objects or gesture. 
Starting from techniques for responsive teaching and clinical interviewing, in this paper, I 
characterize multimodal communicational practices that allow educators to elicit, interpret, and 
engage with learners’ multimodally-expressed embodied ideas in order to help children make 
connections between these ideas and disciplinary mathematics. 

4.6 Analytical approach for investigating embodied learning interactions 
The approach I take to studying how educators and learners build shared understandings 

of embodied experiences with technology-enabled embodied learning technologies draws on 
ethnomethodological conversation analysis (EMCA) and the Co-Operative Action Framework 
(C. Goodwin, 2018). These perspectives posit that the order and sense of mutual intelligibility 
people experience in social interactions is an emergent product of participants’ ongoing 
negotiations and must be interactionally achieved (Garfinkel, 1967; C. Goodwin, 2018). 
Empirically-driven, both seek to identify and characterize the methods and resources that 
participants make use of to coordinate their activities together and build, monitor, maintain, and 
repair a mutual sense of understanding of what they are doing together (Garfinkel & Sacks, 
1970; C. Goodwin, 1994; Jefferson, 1988; Emmanuel Schegloff, 1991). These mundane 
communicational practices are always multimodal, and recruit talk, gesture, gaze, facial 
expressions, posture shifts, object manipulations, gait, and other modalities (C. Goodwin, 2018; 
Mondada, 2014). 

In the case of tutors working with children with discovery-based technology-enabled 
embodied learning technologies, EMCA and the Co-Operative Action Framework can help us 
understand how tutors and learners negotiate what is there to be experienced and what is 
meaningful about those experiences. And, in particular, both approaches can help us identify 
productive communicational practices in these negotiations. These negotiations form the basis of 
zones of proximal development that make mathematical socialization possible when more-
capable others and learners explore and converge divergent interpretations of experiences. 
Garfinkel, the founder of ethnomethodology argued that these methods and resources cannot be 
imagined or hypothesized in the abstract, they can only be discovered “just-in-any-actual case” 
(Garfinkel, 1996, p. 7) of interaction through rigorous observation. Thus, through careful 
observation and analysis of interactions between educators and learners, we can discover how 
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communicational practices create opportunities for learners to connect embodied experiences 
with the cultural forms of mathematics. 

4.7 Methods  

4.7.1 Study context: An interactive embodied learning design for ratio and proportion 
To identify and characterize teaching practices for supporting learners using technology 

enabled embodied learning devices, I draw from a video corpus of 23 task-based tutorial 
interviews. In these tutorials, middle school students and adult tutors work with a technology-
enabled embodied learning device for mathematics, called the Mathematical Imagery Trainer for 
Proportions (MIT-P; Abrahamson et al., 2012). The MIT-P was designed to provide an 
interactive experience for users to explore ideas about ratio and proportion through bimanual 
motion. To operate the device, users lift and lower two independent, hand-held remotes that 
move cursors vertically up and down a computer screen (see Figure 16). The device generates 
feedback about whether the cursor heights embody a set, concealed ratio (e.g., 1:2 in Figure 16). 
When the cursor heights fulfill the ratio, the screen turns green, and when the cursor heights do 
not fulfill the ratio, the screen turns red. Learners are asked if they can figure out how to turn the 
screen green and how to keep it green by continuously moving the cursors from the bottom of 
the screen to the top. As they develop physical strategies, they are given a grid and numbers, and 
are asked to describe their strategies. Tutors guide the process by helping learners signify their 
discoveries and connect them to disciplinary mathematics ideas.

 
Figure 16. When the Mathematical Imagery Trainer for Proportion (MIT-P) is set to a 1:2 ratio, 

the screen is green only when the right hand remote is twice as high as the left hand remote; 
otherwise it is red. 

The MIT-P constitutes a complex, dynamic perceptual field of potentially relevant 
phenomena that include kinesthetic and visual patterns. For example, in the case of a 1:2 height 
ratio, learners may notice that one hand must always be higher than the other, that the distance 
between the hands is different at different green-producing configurations, and that as they move 
their hands up the screen, the distance between the hands grows. Learners also sometimes 
explore moving one cursor up one unit at a time and moving the other cursor up two units a time 
(iterative addition of composite units), and/or positioning one cursor at some height, and then 
doubling that height to produce the height of the second cursor (multiplication). Finally, learners 
often see the hands as moving at different speeds relative to one another, where one hand must 
travel faster (see Abrahamson, Lee, Negrete, & Gutiérrez, 2014 for a full list of patterns and 
strategies). All of these embodied perceptual discoveries of patterns generate rich opportunities 
for generalizing, making connections with, and describing and signifying mathematically with a 
tutor’s assistance. 

These task-based tutorials make an ideal—or perspicuous (Garfinkel, 2002)—setting for 
investigating how educators can engage with and be responsive to learners’ embodied ideas, as 
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they use technology-enabled embodied learning devices. With the tutor’s guidance, learners 
enlist the grid and numbers to develop sophisticated quantitative methods for describing the 
patterns and forms of movement they perceive. Through tutors’ responsiveness, learners are able 
to make connections between their embodied, physical strategies and disciplinary mathematics 
including ratio, proportion, speed, covariation, multiplication, and addition, among others. Thus, 
these tutorials offered a unique opportunity to investigate how successful tutors help learners 
make connections by being responsive to learners’ embodied ideas and, in particular, to 
characterize the communicational practices that they use to realize this responsiveness. 

4.7.2 Data analysis 
To identify ways tutors were responsive to learners’ embodied ideas, I reviewed MIT-P 

task-based tutorial sessions. I marked moments where learners used multimodal resources 
(especially gesture and demonstrative action with the device) to share and reflect on their 
embodied experiences, and I tagged and analyzed each instance. This allowed me to investigate 
how tutors elicited, took up, and engaged with these ideas. From this initial analysis, three 
practices for engaging with learners’ embodied ideas emerged that I illustrate in this paper. 

As a caveat, I do not wish to suggest that the forms of responsive teaching practices I 
identify in this paper are exhaustive of the types of teaching practices used with technology-
enabled embodied learning devices for mathematics. Instead, I hope my work will serve as a 
beginning foray into better documenting and understanding teaching strategies for technology-
enabled embodied learning activities. A secondary goal in illustrating these three practices in 
detail is to provide evidence of their utility in helping guide learners using embodied 
technologies toward disciplinary understandings. 

I selected three examples of each of these three ways that I found tutors engage with 
learners’ embodied ideas. Examples were selected for their capacity (1) to clearly illustrate the 
practices and (2) to demonstrate the pedagogical utility of these practices. Each example 
interaction was subjected to a multimodal microanalysis (Streeck & Mehus, 2005) using the 
software ELAN (Lausberg & Sloetjes, 2009). ELAN makes it possible to carefully separate 
multimodal utterances into parallel streams of gesture, talk, gaze, and other resources to track 
how each modality unfolds over time and how modalities are coordinated and overlap with one 
another. Using ELAN, detailed transcripts were generated to reveal the precise methods and 
resources that participants deployed to understand one another. 

4.8 Findings: Engaging with learners’ multimodally-expressed embodied ideas 
In this section, I present three responsive teaching practices for engaging with learners’ 

multimodally-expressed embodied ideas. I demonstrate how these practices open up 
opportunities for learners to more deeply explore their embodied ideas and for tutors to connect 
learners’ embodied ideas with disciplinary mathematics understandings. 

4.8.1 Encouraging the multimodal expression of ideas through gesture 
A key approach for being responsive to learners’ embodied ideas involves finding ways 

to elicit these ideas in modalities beyond speech. In responsive teaching and clinical 
interviewing, teachers and tutors often look for ways to provide opportunities for learners to 
reflect on and explain their reasoning (Ginsburg, 1997; Robertson et al., 2016). These 
opportunities make it possible for learners to revise and elaborate their own ideas, as well as for 
educators to build on and make connections with learners’ shared ideas. In the case of embodied 
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learning technologies, tutors often encourage learners to explain and reflect on their strategies for 
interacting with the device. Frequently, they encourage learners to interact with the device to 
perform a demonstration of their theory, or they may ask learners to explain their idea “off-line” 
without interacting with the device. 

Asking learners to explain and reflect on ideas and strategies “off-line” can provide 
distinct advantages for tutors to make sense of how learners are perceiving and understanding 
operation of the embodied learning device. Because embodied learning technologies provide 
feedback to guide interaction (for example, in the case of the MIT-P, the color change) learners 
make small adjustments to their interactions without realizing and will sometimes verbally 
explain a strategy differently than they perform it. For example, with the MIT-P, as learners first 
start exploring, many state that the rule for keeping the screen green is to keep their hands the 
same distance apart. However, when asked to demonstrate this idea using the device, they will 
vary the distance between their hands to keep the screen green. At the same time, asking learners 
to only use words to describe their embodied ideas is also problematic because (1) descriptions 
of bodily motion and dynamic spatial information are often difficult to capture in words (Kress et 
al., 2001) and (2) leaners sometimes mismatch spoken words and embodied demonstration or 
gesture, and it is often the case that the nonverbal aspects of their explanations contain 
productive or more accurate information than the verbal aspects (Alibali & Goldin-Meadow, 
1993; Flood et al., 2015). 

For these reasons, encouraging learners to reflect by using their hands “off-line” is an 
important strategy for eliciting learners’ ideas. By explicitly encouraging learners to use gesture 
to share their ideas, learners are provided with a productive opportunity to explain, reflect on, 
revise, and elaborate ideas. At the same time, this gives educators an opportunity to more 
accurately appreciate learners’ ideas, which puts them in a better position to follow-up on these 
ideas in productive ways. 

I demonstrate the pedagogical potential of encouraging learners to gesture in Excerpt 12. 
Ben, a middle school student, is working with the MIT-P, guided by two tutors, Don and Dor. 
Ben has been exploring how to keep the screen green for about 15 minutes. Currently, the MIT-P 
is set to a 1:2 height ratio and the tutors have not yet added cursors, the grid, or numerals. Ben 
has been able to find several discrete locations for both his hands that turn the screen green, and 
he has also been able to move his hands continuously up and down the screen maintaining the 
green feedback. During this time, Ben has expressed and revised several explanations for how he 
thinks the green feedback is produced. These include keeping the right hand higher than the left 
hand and keeping the left hand going slower than the right hand. Ben’s latest explanation is “My 
right hand is sort of the pinpoint sort of thing so, and then to keep it green you have to even them 
out I would say. You have to make the right hand go higher um than the left hand.” In this 
explanation, Ben introduces an idea that is difficult to interpret. It is not immediately apparent 
what “sort of the pinpoint sort of thing” or “even them out” could mean. By bookending his 
description with “sort of” and “sort of thing,” Ben hedges, indexing uncertainty (Overstreet, 
2011), and displaying to the tutors that he feels his words only loosely capture what he means.  

Dor, the tutor, is responsive to Ben’s show of uncertainty and his displayed struggle to 
put what he means in words, and he encourages Ben to use his hands to show the tutors what he 
means in Excerpt 12a. First, Dor places his hand flat on the table to suggest how Ben could 
illustrate his idea with his hands (12a.06-07). Ben adopts this flat hand orientation by placing 
both his hands on the table palm down (Figure 17). Dor then invites Ben to show how he would 
move if he were holding the remotes (12a.08-09). 
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Excerpt 12. Dor asks Ben to use his hands to explain an idea 
Excerpt 12a. Dor elicits Ben’s idea 
01 Dor: Could you show us with your hands- without them-  
02      just lift- start with your ⎡two ha:nds on-  
03                                 ⎣((Ben holds his two hands out in front of 
04                                    him as if he is holding remotes)) 
05      on- on the- on the ⎡surface 
06                         ⎣((Fig. 17: Dor puts his hands flat on the table and 
07                            Ben then puts his hands flat on the table)) 

 
Figure 17 

08       and now show how would you do it if you were just doing- 
09       if you- if you were holding it- how would your hands go up 

In Excerpt 12b, Ben uses his hands (now without the remotes, in “pantomime”) to 
demonstrate how the remotes have to move to keep the screen green. He raises his right hand 
about twice as fast as his left hand, so that his right hand continuously remains about twice as 
high as his left hand (Figure 18). He keeps his eyes on his hands. Then, still looking at his hands, 
he says “you keep them. . .” and trails off and pauses his speech (12b.16) as he lowers his hands, 
roughly maintaining the height ratio (Figure 19). Ben’s gaze at his own gestures and trailing off 
speech suggest he is trying to make sense of what is going on with his gestures (Crowder, 1996). 
He observes his own movements. In addition, Ben’s demonstration takes on an inside 
perspective, as if he is operating the remotes. When children pantomime actions, they are often 
engaged in actively thinking through an explanation in progress (Ibid). 

After his pause, Ben raises his hands again, and finally comes up with “even apaced” 
(12b.19-21). He looks away from his hands to Dor, possibly to gauge Dor’s reaction. Then Ben 
starts to describe the motion again but trails off and starts spinning his right hand in the air in 
silence for three seconds (Figure 20). Ben’s hand spin displays his engagement in the activity of 
searching for the right words (M. H. Goodwin & C. Goodwin, 1986). Visible displays of word 
searches often invite listeners to participate by supplying the missing terms (ibid). However, 
neither tutor contributes to Ben’s word search. Instead, they remain silent, making space for Ben 
to continue his turn and his explanation independently. 

Without help, Ben refines “even apaced” with the more canonical description “same 
pace,” (12b.22) but he shifts his body and hand side-to-side (Figure 21), creating an embodied 
display of his epistemic stance (Ochs, 1996) with respect to this description. With his hands and 
body Ben signals that he feels uncertain that his words capture what he is trying to say. Dor is 
responsive to Ben’s multimodal display of uncertainty, but he does not correct or evaluate Ben’s 
idea. Instead, Dor uses a continuer, “uhuh” (12b.26). Continuers from listeners demonstrate to a 
speaker that the listener expects that an “extended unit of talk” is in progress and incomplete, and 
that the original speaker will keep talking (Schegloff, 1982). 

Dor 

Don 
Ben 
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Excerpt 12b. Ben elaborates his original idea 
10 Ben:  Mmmm ⎡I would start the right hand= 
11            ⎣((Fig. 18: Ben slowly raises his hands so that his right hand  
12               continuously remains about twice as high as his left hand)) 

 
Figure 18 

 
Figure 19 

13 Dor: ⎡Mhmm  
14 Ben: ⎣=going a little faster than the- um left hand 
15 Dor: Uhuh  
16 Ben: Then you ⎡keep them (1.8)  
17               ⎣((Fig. 19: Ben lowers his hands so that his right hand continuously  
18                  remains about twice as high as his left hand)) 
19       ⎡going even apaced 
20       ⎣((Ben raises his right and left hand so that his right hand stays  
21          higher than left)) 
22       you have to keep them in- ⎡(3.0)     tch         um- same pa::ce basically  
23                                 ⎣((Fig. 20: Ben spins his right hand in the air)) 

 
Figure 20 

 
Figure 21 

24      ⎡sort of  
25      ⎣((Fig. 21: Ben moves his hand, torso, and head side to side)) 
26 Dor: Uhuh  
27 Ben: Yeah you have to keep them ⎡going the same pace  
28                                 ⎣((Ben raises his hands so that his right  
29                                    hand rises above his left hand)) 
30      ⎡so it’s really complicated  
31      ⎣((Ben lowers his hands so that his right hand continuously remains higher  
32         than his left hand)) 
33      ⎡when you come back down so::o (1.6) 
34      ⎣((Ben picks up the remotes and raises them so that the screen stays  
35         green, then lowers them)) 

As a result, Ben extends his turn and continues his explanation by restating his idea, this 
time without visible hesitation or disfluency (12b.27). Notably, however, Ben’s physical 
demonstration and his verbal description are seemingly at odds from a mathematical point of 
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view. Ben’s hands are not moving at the same pace at equal speeds, despite his verbal description 
to this effect. By attending to Ben’s gesture, a responsive tutor can tell that Ben must not mean 
that “same pace” describes both hands going at the same speeds. 
Excerpt 12c. Ben elaborates his idea further with an analogy 
36 Don: What’re you saying= 
37 Ben: =You see if you keep them in the same like pace like  
38      ⎡same like for a car 
39      ⎣((Ben spins his right hand in the air)) 
40      like ⎡if you wanted to do this with a car 
41           ⎣((Fig. 22: Ben moves flattened left hand forward out in front of him 
42              horizontally with his right hand trailing it, and repeats the 
43              motion)) 

 
Figure 22 

 
Figure 23 

44 Ben: ⎡It would sort of be  
45      ⎣((Ben moves his right hand forward horizontally in front of him in a  
46          pinch shape)) 
47        ⎡the same (.) speed limit 
48 Don:   ⎣Mhhm 
49 Ben: ⎡Like this one is going twenty  
50      ⎣((Ben points to the right remote and then the left remote)) 
51 Don: Okay 
52 Ben: ⎡And this one is going fifty and they have to keep on going s::o 
53      ⎣((Fig. 23: Ben moves flattened right hand forwards and up 45 degrees from 
54         his body with his left hand following, and then moves them both down)) 
55 Don: Okay 

In Excerpt 12c, Dan is responsive to the mathematical ambiguity and apparent mismatch 
(Alibali & Goldin-Meadow, 1993) in Ben’s gesture and verbal description. He signals a problem 
in his understanding (Schegloff, 1992) and initiates a repair from Ben (12c.36). In response, Ben 
elaborates his response. To do so, he builds on the vertical gestural demonstration he used 
before. Using his hands, Ben now evokes an analogy to help describe what he meant by “same 
pace.” He says you would have to keep them going at the same pace, like cars, (12c.37-38) and 
then demonstrates by moving his right hand horizontally in front of his left hand, with the right 
hand moving faster (Figure 22). He calls this the “same speed limit” (12c.47). Then he 
elaborates, saying that one would be going twenty and one would be going fifty (12c.49-52). He 
then performs the gesture at 45 degrees, blending the horizontal car situation with the vertical 
remotes (Figure 23). 

As Ben describes this analogy, he looks at Don to track Don’s understanding. His speech 
contains fewer long pauses than before. This suggests that he is now using this analogy to 
illustrate for the tutors the “same pace” idea that he already came up with (Crowder, 1996): that 
the hands each move at their respective constant velocities, which in Ben’s words is “same 
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pace.” Ben’s multimodal analogy with gesture makes it clear that by “same pace” and “same 
speed limit” Ben did not mean that both hands move at the same speed. 

Overall, encouraging Ben to gesture provided an opportunity for him to come up with a 
new, important mathematical idea and analogy for it: (1) both cursors are moving at a constant 
speed and (2) both are moving at two different constant speeds relative to each other. This idea 
emerged from Ben’s exploration and embodied reflection on his own gestured movements that 
the tutors encouraged. Encouraging gesture also allowed the tutors to make sense of the apparent 
mismatches in Ben’s speech (“same pace,” “same speed limit”) and gestures, so that Ben’s idea 
could be fully understood. Encouraging learners to gesture when they have shared ambiguous or 
difficult-to-interpret information in speech can help educators gain a better understanding of the 
ideas learners are trying to convey. When instructors have a better sense of students’ ideas, they 
can more effectively adjust support/instruction in-the-moment to best suit the student’s needs. 
For example, immediately correcting Ben’s original notion of “evening them out” or his later 
idea of “same pace” would have denied him the opportunity to explore this productive analogy.  

Ginsburg discusses the importance of creating opportunities for children to verbalize their 
ideas as a central goal of the clinical interview. However, in the case of teaching with embodied-
design learning technologies, focusing on verbalization would not be able to fully capture the 
rich, embodied insights and ideas children come up with. Instead, to elicit learners’ embodied 
ideas, children must be explicitly encouraged to use multimodal resources to formulate and 
convey their thoughts. When encouraged, they are sometimes able to reformulate and elaborate 
their initial utterances in ways that demonstrate new clarity or specificity, and sometimes they 
make new discoveries or realizations like Ben. Being encouraged to “show an idea in your own 
hands” provides productive opportunities for reflection on embodied ideas. Thus, encouraging 
learners to gesture is a powerful technique for responsive teaching with embodied mathematics 
learning technologies. 

4.8.2 Multimodal candidate understandings of ideas through gesture 
An essential part of responsive teaching and clinical interviewing is interpreting and 

understanding learners’ ideas. Before an educator can effectively take up or build on an idea, 
they must appreciate what a learner is trying to convey. In particular, educators must seek out 
and identify disciplinary substance in learners’ ideas to determine how this idea might serve as a 
seed or bridge towards a more robust disciplinary understanding. However, appreciating what 
children mean is often challenging. As we saw in the prior example, learners may use words in 
unconventional ways (Ginsburg also warns of this; 1997) or present apparent mismatches in 
gestures and their speech. Understanding embodied ideas can also be especially challenging 
because kinesthetic and tactile experiences are often difficult for learners to share by translating 
them into words. Learners frequently rely on indexical language (e.g., this, that, here etc., 
Garfinkel & Sacks, 1970) coupled with deictic pointing gestures to get ideas across. Adding to 
the challenge in the case of embodied mathematics learning, is that the phenomena learners wish 
to describe may have no physical presence that can be pointed to, like in the case of physical 
sensation or imaginary objects or patterns.  

Luckily, in conversation, there are a number of methods participants can use to detect and  
overcome problems in hearing and understanding that arise (Schegloff, 1991). One technique is 
the use of candidate understandings where participants check their comprehension of the 
meaning of unfolding talk (J. Heritage, 1984a). Candidate understandings occur when, after an 
utterance by a first participant, a second participant provides a demonstration of their 
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understanding of what was meant by the first participant for the first participant’s consideration. 
(J. Heritage, 1984a; Schegloff, 1996). The following example adapted from Heritage (1984a) 
illustrates this phenomenon:  

   Speaker 1: Derek’s ho:me? 
              (0.5) 
-> Speaker 2: Yo:ur De⎡rek. 
   Speaker 1:         ⎣Ye:s m⎡m 
   Speaker 2:                ⎣Oh: 

The line marked with the arrow is a candidate understanding from Speaker 2, and 
Speaker 1 ratifies that understanding in their following turn. Ultimately, a second speaker’s 
utterance only becomes a candidate understanding when the original speaker treats the second 
speaker’s response as a candidate by ratifying or rejecting it. 

In conversation analysis, candidate understandings are mostly studied as a verbal 
phenomenon, but they can take a variety of forms as a multimodal phenomenon by drawing on 
gesture and the manipulation of objects. For example, in the corpus with the MIT-P, I found 
many cases where learners’ ideas and tutors’ candidate understandings of those ideas drew on 
multimodal resources (see Table 3). 

Table 3. Forms of tutors’ multimodal candidate understandings of learners’ ideas 

 
Giving a candidate understanding of a learners’ ideas is a productive responsive practice 

for several reasons. In interaction, participants can either claim an understanding (for example, 
by saying “okay”) after their conversation partner presents an idea, or they can demonstrate their 
understanding by providing their interpretation of that idea (Sacks, 1992). By offering a 
demonstration of an understanding of what students say, tutors provide an opportunity for 
learners to either confirm or reject the tutor’s interpretation. If the tutor has misunderstood the 
idea, then the student can elaborate or reformulate their own explanation. If the learner is 
comfortable with the tutor’s interpretation and accepts it, the tutor is then in a better position to 
work with the learner’s idea and use it to fruitfully guide instruction in the moment. By 
comprehensively understanding and pursuing learners’ embodied ideas, educators can help 
learners build on their ideas in productive ways. In addition, by demonstrating ideas back to 
learners, this move may also give learners important opportunities to reflect on their own ideas.  

In Excerpt 13, I present an example of a tutor using multimodal candidate understandings 
to check his interpretation of a leaner’s multimodally-expressed embodied idea. In the example, 
Dev, a tutor working with a student named Tal uses gesture to check in several times about a 
discovery Tal had made. By making sure he understands Tal’s idea, Dev is able to ask a series of 
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questions and propose ways of exploring Tal’s idea further that lead Tal to revise her discovery. 
As a result, she is able to build on her initial idea to make an important, new discovery. 

When Excerpt 13a begins, Tal is working with two tutors, Dev and Dor, and has been 
experimenting with the MIT-P for about 10 minutes without the grid and numbers turned on. So 
far, she has noticed that her right hand seems to always need to be above the left hand, and she 
has found a number of discrete locations that turn the screen green. Working with Dev who is 
operating the right-hand remote, Tal makes a new discovery. She exclaims that “it’s about the 
same distance” (13a.01) using an indexical (“it’s”) and pointing between the remotes they each 
hold. Dev is unsure of what Tal means and asks her to clarify (13a.03). In response, Tal traces a 
diagonal line with her finger between the remotes (Figure 24), and then provides another 
indexical description (“this to this,” 13a.07). She points between the remote Dev holds and the 
remote she holds several times. Tal seems to be trying to direct Dev’s attention to the distance 
between the two cursors on the screen, created by the distance between the two remotes, but she 
displays uncertainty in describing this phenomenon in words. When she attempts a verbal 
description, calling it a “diagonal li-” her speech trails off and she opens her hand and waves it 
back and forth (Figure 25). This open hand wave and abandoned description act as a hedge. Tal 
uses them to signal an epistemic stance: that she doesn’t feel that her words adequately or 
appropriately capture what she is trying to describe. 
Excerpt 13. Dev uses gesture to check his understanding of Tal’s idea 
Excerpt 13a. Tal makes a discovery and Dev gives a candidate understanding 
01 Tal: ⎡I- it’s about the same distance 
02      ⎣((Tal points between the remotes she and Dev hold)) 
03 Dev: What’s the- What’s about the same distance 
04 Tal: ⎡Fr-  
05      ⎣((Fig. 24: Tal points between the remote Dev holds and the remote she is 
06         holding twice, tracing a diagonal line)) 

 
Figure 24 

07      um, ⎡this to this:  
08          ⎣((Tal again points between the remote Dev holds and the remote she   
09             is holding, tracing a diagonal line)) 
10 ((Tal points again between the remote Dev holds and the remote she is 
11   holding, tracing a diagonal line)) 
12      it’s a- diagonal ⎡li-  
13                       ⎣((Fig. 25: Tal opens her hand and waves it back and 
14                          forth)) 

Dev 

Tal 
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Figure 25 

15 Dev: Oh so sort of ⎡from here to here↑ 
16                    ⎣((Fig. 26: Dev points on the screen between the two 
17                       cursors)) 

 
Figure 26 

18 Tal: Yeah and notice like if you move one of them=  
19 Dev: =Mhmm  
20 Tal: The- the color changes↑ 
21 Dev: Mhmm so if you keep yours still ⎡and I move mine 
22                                      ⎣((Dev moves his cursor up and down and 
23                                         the screen turns red)) 
24      ⎡the °color changes° 
25 Tal: ⎣Yeah  
26 (1.0) 
27 Tal: Oh! And that’s why ⎡it was flashing when I was moving it up and down 
28                         ⎣((Tal moves her cursor up and down the screen making 
29                            it flash red)) 
30      because like I had touched (.) the sp- ⎡like the space= 
31                                             ⎣((Tal waves her hand in the air 
32                                                between the remotes)) 
33 Dev: =Mhmm right 

Dev is responsive to Tal’s multimodally-expressed idea and her display of uncertainty. 
He checks to see if he understands what she means and avoids introducing his perspective on 
how to describe this phenomenon by multimodally demonstrating his understanding: He traces a 
diagonal between the two cursors on the screen (Figure 26), while also only describing it 
indexically with words (“here to here,” 13a.15). Tal ratifies Dev’s multimodal candidate 
understanding of her discovery (“Yeah,” 13a.18). With Dev on the same page, she goes on to 
provide additional justification for her hypothesis, stating that the reason the screen was 
changing colors was that she had encroached on and altered the distance between the remotes 
leading the screen to turn red (13a.18-33).  
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Tal’s hypothesis that the space between the remotes has to stay the same won’t hold up 
empirically, because the distance actually varies depending on the pair of numbers (e.g., 1:2 vs. 
5:10). By grasping Tal’s proposal, Dev now is in a better position to provide useful guidance that 
builds off of this interesting although mistaken observation Tal has made. Dev proposes an 
experiment—a guided exploration—with the device, designed to highlight the variation in the 
distances between the cursors at different locations on the screen (1:2 as opposed to 5:10). Dev 
moves his cursor to an extreme low and an extreme high location and has Tal adjust her cursor to 
make green (13b.34-45). This collaboratively produced experiment resembles a physically 
enacted form of what Ginsburg calls providing countersuggestions. It tests Tal’s conviction to 
her initial hypothesis in light of the new empirical evidence that these extreme cases generate. 
After comparing two extreme cases, Tal notices out loud that the distances change (13b.47), 
renouncing her original hypothesis.  
Excerpt 13b. Dev checks his understanding of Tal’s revised idea 
34 Dev: Uhm, so let’s see, if I’m really like ↓lo:w do:wn °here↓°  
35 ((Dev moves his cursor so it is a few inches from the bottom of the screen and 
36   Tal simultaneously moves her cursor, they pause when the screen turns green)) 
37 Tal: Oh (.) Oh! Here’s °another° space 
38 Dev: °Mhhmm° 
39 (4.2) 
40 Dev: So it’s about green↑= 
41 Tal: =Yeah 
42 ((Tal holds her hand palm up)) 
43 Dev: ⎡And let’s take a look at if I’m ↑up here 
44      ⎣((Dev moves his cursor to the very top of the screen and Tal follows 
45         and stops her cursor when the screen turns green)) 
46 ((Dor reaches in to adjust Tal’s remote in her hand and speaks inaudibly)) 
47 Tal: ⎡So that’s not °the same distance° right there  
48      ⎣((Tal points quickly back and forth between the remote Dev holds   
49          and the remote she holds)) 
50 Dev: Okay say more about that 
51      What’s the distance that you are talking about (.) a-gain? 
52 Tal: Um, the distance ⎡between this and- that= 
53                       ⎣((Tal points more slowly between the remote she is 
54                          holding and the remote Dev is holding, tracing a  
55                          diagonal line)) 
56      =Like it seems- 
57      ((Tal waves her open hand between the remotes)) 
58 Dev: ⎡°This and this↑°= 
59      ⎣((Fig. 27: Dev points between the remote he is holding and the remote  
60         Tal is holding, tracing a diagonal line)) 

 
Figure 27 

61 Tal: =Yeah it seems that that’s like the re- like how it turns green↑  
62 Dev: Uhuh  
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63 (1.5) 
64 Tal: And like it can get greener and less green 
65 ((Dor adjusts the remote Tal is holding, then Dev)) 
66 Dor: °One of them is giving us trouble° 
67 Tal: Uh, thanks. Like it can get darker green and red: and then lighter green and 
68      brown (1.9)  
69      ⎡all depending on which- how you move each one= 
70      ⎣((Tal points to the remote she is holding)) 
71 Dev: =Okay 
72 Dev: So, I’ll put this one down and you can take it yourself  
73 ((Dev places his remote on the desk and Tal places hers on the desk)) 
74         and now ⎡are you talking about the distance-  
75                 ⎣((Fig. 28: Dev holds his hands up as if holding the remotes and 
76                    raises one of his hands)) 

 
Figure 28 

 
Figure 29 

77         ⎡sort of the diagonal ⎡distance 
78         ⎣((Fig. 29: Dev traces⎢the diagonal between his hands)) 
79 Tal:                          ⎢Yeah yeah between  
80                               ⎣((Tal points back and forth to each remote on the 
81                                  desk)) 

Dev, however, does not assume he understands what Tal means by it not being “the same 
distance.” He again asks Tal to clarify what distance she is talking about (13b.51). Tal points 
between the remotes they are holding, and again uses indexical language to describe the distance 
(“between this and that,” 13b.52-55). Dev then provides another multimodal candidate 
understanding of Tal’s multimodal, indexical description. This time he re-traces the invisible line 
between the remotes that Tal had just pointed out (Figure 27). Tal again ratifies Dev’s 
understanding (13b.61). Now Dev can see that the distance she is referring to is between the 
cursors and between the remotes.  

Next, Tal starts describing some observations about how the screen color changes, which 
is less relevant to finding interesting mathematical patterns (13b.64-70). Dev performs another 
multimodal candidate understanding to bring Tal’s attention back to the idea of the distance 
between the cursors/remotes. Since the remotes have been put down, Dev re-enacts Tal’s idea 
with gesture, raising his hands as if holding remotes, and then using his right hand to trace the 
distance between his hands (Figures 28, 29). This time Dev offers a verbal description “diagonal 
distance” (13b.77) to accompany the gesture, ratifying Tal’s earlier incomplete verbal 
description “diagonal li-.” By re-enacting the idea in gesture, Dev proffers it as a topic 
(Schegloff, 2007), reintroducing it as an object of conversation, but without supplying a verbal 
description that goes beyond Tal’s own attempts to describe the phenomenon. Tal confirms again 
she was talking about the distance between the remotes, and they continue to explore this pattern. 

By continuing to pursue Tal’s idea about the changing distance, Dev and Dor recognize 
an opportunity to help Tal advance her idea by giving her tools to describe it quantitatively. They 
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introduce the grid and numbers. As they continue to explore the pattern with numbers and a grid 
(13c.82-104), Tal makes an important discovery: when the screen is green, the cursors are 
getting father apart as they advance higher (13c.105). She bounds this changing distance with her 
fingers (Figure 30). With this discovery, Tal has come up with an important mathematical idea, 
the idea of covariation. She realizes that the distance she had been attending to between the 
cursors co-varies with cursor height. Specifically, the distance between the cursors grows larger 
the higher the cursors are on the screen. 
Excerpt 13c. Pursuing Tal’s idea leads to a new discovery 
82 Dor: O::h kay (.) and what else↑ do we know about the distance, 
83      Like ⎡if I came (.) he::re, °what do y- what do you want to do° 
84           ⎣((Dor moves his cursor to a point high on the screen)) 
85 ((Tal moves her cursor up until the screen turns green)) 
86 Tal: I’d- I’d move up↑ ⎡°and then- it would become green again° 
87 Dor:                   ⎣Uhhuh                                           Uhuh 
88 Dor: °Okay° (.) and if I’m down- ⎡>let’s look what happens<  
89                                  ⎣((Dor moves his cursor to a lower point on the  
90                                     screen to “one”)) 
91 Dor: Say I’m ⎡all the way down here 
92              ⎣((Tal begins moving her cursor down the screen and stops when the  
93                 screen turns green)) 
94 Tal: °So that’s at two, and that’s at o:ne° 
95 Dor: °Yeah, one and two° 
96 Tal: So basically ⎡like um (.) if you put like either one at one point,  
97                   ⎣((Tal points to the screen)) 
98      you’d be able to find a green 
99 Dor: Huh↑ 
100 Dor: ⎡What if this one is at two,  
101      ⎣ ((Dor moves his cursor to two)) 
102       ⎡where do you think that one should be 
103       ⎣((Tal moves her cursor until the screen turns green)) 
104      (2.2) 
105 Tal: Oh and ⎡they’re getting farther apart as it goes up 
106             ⎣((Fig. 30: Tal makes a bracketing gesture)) 

 
Figure 30 

107 Dor: O:h 

Overall, this example illustrates how educators’ multimodal candidate understandings can 
provide a powerful tool for being responsive to leaners’ ideas. By the end of this episode, Dev 
had checked his understanding of Tal’s idea numerous times, allowing him to attune his 
guidance in ways that productively advanced Tal’s understanding. At first, Tal’s distance idea 
was underspecified and ambiguous to the tutors. There are many potentially relevant distances 
that she might have been attending to. In order to follow-up on this idea in a productive way, the 
tutors needed to first understand what she was perceiving. Adding to the challenge was the fact 

Dor 
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that the distance she described exists both on the screen between the cursors and between the 
remotes they were holding. To overcome this challenge, Dev pointed out the distance he thought 
Tal may be talking about on the screen, then between the remotes, and then later by using gesture 
to re-enact the remotes and the distance between them. Each of these multimodal candidate 
understandings presented an opportunity for Tal to correct Dev’s demonstrated understanding of 
her idea, and for Dev to confirm that his understanding of Tal’s idea was correct. 

By using gesture and indexical language that mirrored Tal’s, Dev was able to show Tal 
that he understood her without supplying his own verbal description and potentially risking 
introducing new mathematical language. This way, the task of articulating and specifying the 
pattern mathematically was left to Tal. As a result of the tutors’ guidance, Tal revised her idea 
and then was able to describe it mathematically. Also, recall Tal initially felt that the distance 
between the remotes had to stay the same, so Dev was able to propose a way of interacting with 
the device that challenged her idea, and allowed her to revise it. By continuing to discuss and 
explore this distance with the tutors, Tal was able to make a new, more robust quantitative 
discovery: that the distance increased as the cursors’ heights increased. Differentiating between 
transformation situations of “fixed distance” (or “fixed difference”) and “changing distance” (or 
“changing difference”) has been repeatedly noted by mathematics-education researchers as 
pivotal for developing from additive to multiplicative dynamic concept images (e.g., Karplus, 
Pulos, & Stage, 1983). 

4.8.3 Collaboratively building multimodal ideas together through co-constructed gesture 
Another crucial aspect of responsive teaching is taking up learners’ ideas and helping 

them extend and connect these ideas with more robust disciplinary understandings. One way 
educators do this is by co-constructing new ideas through discussions with learners that are 
grounded in learners’ initial observations and discoveries. In the case of embodied learning 
technologies for mathematics, because learners often share their ideas multimodally using 
gesture and other embodied resources, building on learners’ ideas can require tutors to interact 
and gesture with learners. This can include simultaneously gesturing in different physical spaces 
or each contributing to the same gesture in the same physical space (cf., students co-gesturing: 
Singer et al., 2008; Yoon et al., 2011). When educators and learners shape ideas together by co-
constructing gestures, educators can help steer and formulate these ideas in productive new 
directions while, at the same time, keeping them connected with students’ original contributions. 

 
Figure 31. Ela uses her hands to explain her idea about adding one half. 

In Excerpt 14, I present an example of a tutor and learner co-constructing an embodied, 
dynamic representation through gesture. When the episode begins, Ela, a student, has been 
working with the MIT-P with Dor and Dev for about 30 minutes. She has already described a 

Dor 

Ela Dev 
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number of quantitative patterns about movements she performed to turn the screen green in the 
case of the secret ratios 1:2 and 1:3. Now she is exploring a new secret ratio, 2:3, with the grid 
and numbers turned on. Ela has identified a series of number pairs that turn the screen green, 
including 1 and 1.5, 2 and 3, 3 and 4.5, and 4 and 6. She proposes that to turn the screen green, 
for every time you raise the left cursor up one unit, you have to add one half to the distance 
between the left and right cursors to find the position of the right cursor. However, when Dor 
asks Ela to imagine where her right hand would have to be if her left hand were at 10 (without 
using the device), she struggles to answer. 

Dor encourages Ela to use her hands to try to explain her technique further (similar to the 
case in section 4.8.1). Ela lifts her right hand above her left hand and says “So, like if this one 
[left hand] was at two- then uh- at one then I would know that this one [right hand] would have 
to be half of it higher, and if it [left hand] was at two it would be one higher, and if it [left] was 
three it would be one and half higher.” For each example, she lifts her left hand over the table, 
and then raises her right hand over it (Figure 31). With this series, Ela uses her hands to 
demonstrate how she adds half to the distance between her hands each time she raises the left 
hand one unit.  
Excerpt 14. Dor guides Ela through a new way to use hands to think about 2:3 
Excerpt 14a. Dor proposes a new perspective 
01 Dor: I want offer a slightly different way of looking at exactly the same thing 
02      and tell me if it makes sense. (2.3) What if- if you put your- ah left hand 
03      anywhere just at ⎡some height 
04                       ⎣((Ela picks up the left remote)) 
05                        ⎡You know what even without that for a moment 
06                        ⎣((Dor points to Ela’s hands)) 
07 ((Ela puts down the remote and raises her left hand approximately 10 inches from 
08   the desk)) 
09 Dor: I just- to see if you can make sense, 
10      Now look how high your hand is above ⎡the desk 
11                                           ⎣((Dor sweeps his hand across the desk)) 
12 ⎡((Ela looks at her hands then back to Dor and nods)) 
13 ⎣Ela: Mhmm 
14 Dor: And put your ri::ght hand half more than that 
15 ((Fig. 32: Ela raises her right hand and hesitates)) 

 
Figure 32 

 
Figure 33 

16 ((Fig. 33: Ela then places her right hand approximately 6 inches above her left 
17    hand, then she adjusts and lowers it another 2 inches)) 
18 Dor: Did that make sense the way I put it? 
19 Ela: Yeah 
20 Dor: It’s different from what you said before 
21      Dya- right it’s a different ⎡way of looking at it 
22 Ela:                             ⎣Yeah 
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Dor sees an opportunity to build on Ela’s embodied idea and the gesture she used to 
represent it. He directs Ela to move her hands as they co-construct another way of representing 
the relationship between the pairs that satisfy the ratio. First, he instructs Ela to raise her left 
hand above the desk (14a.02-03). Then he invites her to attend to how high her hand is off the 
desk (14a.10). After she looks for a moment, Dor asks her to position her right hand so that it is 
half more than her left hand’s height (14a.14). Ela goes to move her right hand into place, but 
she visibly hesitates, hovering her hand in the air, and displaying uncertainty (Figure 32). Then, 
she slides her right hand into place, in a position that is the height of her left hand, plus another 
half of that height high (Figure 33). With Dor giving verbal directions and Ela using her hands to 
gesture, they have co-constructed a dynamic way of representing the relationship between the 
left and right-hand heights: the right hand is always the height of the left hand, plus another half 
of that height high. Dor asks Ela if this new way of looking at the relationship makes sense, and 
Ela claims it does, but she does not demonstrate her understanding (14a.18-22). 

Dor is responsive to Ela’s claim of understanding, and he initiates a mini-experiment in 
Excerpt 14b to see if she has grasped the pattern. He asks her to lift her left hand a little higher 
(14b.23-25), reaching out with his own hand to indicate a higher position (Figure 34). Dor is now 
directing Ela’s gestures with both his own hand, and his speech. Ela raises her left hand, and then 
Dor asks her to again pick where the right hand would have to be (14b.28). Ela raises her right 
hand, but then drops it. With her eyes on her hands, she brings her right hand to the same height 
as the left hand, pauses, and then slowly raises it until it is half-the-height-of-the left-hand higher 
than the left hand (14b.29-31). After this pause and adjustment of her hands, she says “half as 
much as that” (14b.32). Although her mismatched speech could be misinterpreted (her right hand 
is higher, not half as much as her left hand) the performance with her hands demonstrates her 
understanding of this embodied idea: that the right hand is always the height of the left hand, 
plus half that height. By attending to her gesture, the tutors can see she understands this new 
embodied way of determining where the right hand should go. For a second time, Dor and Ela 
accomplish a dynamic, gestured representation of this embodied idea, but this time Dor provides 
less scaffolding for performing the gesture, and Ela chooses the position of her right hand 
independently.  
Excerpt 14b. Dor and Ela reflect on the new dynamic representation 
23 Dor: And I wanta- so if you lift your ⎡l::eft hand,  
24                                       ⎣((Dor points towards Ela’s left hand)) 
25      lift it up a bi::↑t  

 
Figure 34 

26 ((Fig. 34: Dor raises his left hand and then Ela raises her left hand))  
27 ((Ela raises her left hand up two inches)) 
28 Dor: Now where would- should the right hand be  
29 ((Ela raises her right hand, then she drops it down to the table, then she brings  
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30   it to half the height of the left hand and pauses, then brings it up above the 
31   left hand)) 
32 Ela: At half as much as that 
33 Dor: Right half mo::re ⎡of that  
34 Ela:                   ⎣Yeah 
35 Dor: And when we speak in- kind of mathematically instead of saying half more 
36      it’s another way of saying it, which is it’s one and a half ti:mes=  
37 Ela: =Yeah ⎡one and a half times as much 
38 Dor:       ⎣Do y- do y- 
39 Dor: Do you see what I mean, yeah one and a half times as much 
40      kind of a funny way of putting it one and a half times as much but that’s 
41      what I mean 

Next, Dor uses the shared reference of this dynamic, embodied representation to connect 
it to a way of describing what it performs mathematically. Instead of saying half more, Dor 
explains, they can say one and a half times as much (14b.35-36). Ela agrees with Dor and echoes 
his speech (14b.37), but again, she merely claims an understanding, not demonstrating her 
understanding by rephrasing or elaborating the multiplicative idea Dor has just suggested.  

Dor is again responsive to Ela’s claim of understanding, and to test her actual 
understanding, he challenges her to quantitatively predict the position of the right hand when 
given the position of the left hand in Excerpt 14c. Dor reaches out and touches Ela’s left hand 
and asks her to put it at ten (14c.43-44). Then he asks her to figure out what number her right 
hand would be at. (14c.45). She looks at her hands and after a pause, she correctly answers 15 
(14c.46). The new, embodied idea that the right hand is half-the-height-of-the-left higher appears 
to be helpful to Ela, who earlier could not predict 15 from 10 with her original strategy (recall 
her original strategy was adding a half to the difference between the numbers each time the left 
hand increased by one).  
Excerpt 14c. Dor and Ela co-create a series of relations by hand 
42 Dor: So ⎡if you- if this hand were at uh ten where would that one be 
43         ⎣((Dor reaches out and touches Ela’s left hand and then points to Ela’s 
44            right hand)) 
45      Where would that one be 
46 Ela: At um, (1.1) at fifteen= 
47 Dor: =Uhuh ⎡If- if yo::ur- if this hand were do↓wn at one  
48            ⎣((Dor points to Ela’s left hand and Ela lowers her left hand so that 
49               it is almost on the table)) 
50      ⎡where should that one be 
51      ⎣((Ela brings her right hand down to a few inches above the left))) 
52 Ela: At:t: um (0.9) one and a half 
53 Dor: Uhuh  
54 Dor: ⎡And if this one were at two 
55      ⎣((Dor points at Ela’s left hand)) 
56 Ela:      ⎡At (0.9) tw- um (1.9) two and a half 
57           ⎣((Ela raises her left hand, and then raises her right hand a few inches 
58              above her left hand)) 
59 Dor: If you take tw::o 
60      ⎡and take half of two 
61      ⎣((Fig. 35: Dor moves his hand under Ela’s left hand in a pinch shape)) 
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Figure 35 

62      which is ⎡o::::ne so it’s 
63               ⎣((Fig. 36: Dor decreases the space between his index finger and  
64                  thumb to about half to make a smaller pinch shape and then he  
65                  slides his hand towards Ela’s right hand)) 

 
Figure 36 

66 Ela: Uh three 
67 Dor: Yeah, ⎡and when this one is say at four  
68            ⎣((Dor points to Ela’s left hand)) 
69 Ela: Six:: 
70 Dor: Uhuh an:d uh six 
71 ((Dor points to Ela’s hands)) 
72 (1.9) 
73 Ela: °Um ah six° nine 
74 Dor: °Yeah, yeah° 

Dor asks Ela to predict the height of the right hand if the left hand is at one, and she is 
able to demonstrate with her hands and answer one and a half (14c.47-52). When Dor asks about 
the left hand at two, after two long pauses Ela offers two and a half (14c.54-58). She correctly 
adjusts her hands to the right position, however. Dor reaches in to interact with Ela’s gesture to 
provide guidance. First, he reaches under her left hand and uses his thumb and index finger to 
bracket the distance between Ela’s hand and the table (Figure 35), saying “take two” (14c.59). 
Then, he slides his hand over towards Ela’s right hand and decreases the bracketed distance of 
his thumb and index finger by about half (Figure 36) while saying “take half of two which is 
one” (14c.60-62). Then he trails off, but with this embodied hint, Ela is able to answer correctly, 
and supplies the number three. Here, Dor uses his own gesture to interact with and enhance Ela’s 
gesture, helping guide her attention to aspects of her own gesture that can be used to predict the 
number that goes with two.  

Later during the tutorial, Ela incorporates Dor’s shrinking thumb and index finger gesture 
into an explanation about why the right hand is moving faster than the left hand when both hands 
move continuously up the screen, keeping it green. The MIT-P is still set to the 2:3 ratio. Dor 
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asks Ela how she knows one hand is faster, and Ela says “For each time you bring the left hand 
up you bring the right hand up this much plus another.” When Ela says “you bring the left hand 
up,” she makes a pinch shape underneath her left hand to bound the height from the table. Then 
she shrinks this pinch in half and raises it above the left hand to indicate the right hand goes the 
same distance, plus another half. Ela repeats Dor’s gesture from earlier to convey the idea of the 
different distances each hand must travel in the same amount of time. I take this as evidence that 
Dor’s gesture provided a helpful new way for Ela to make sense of the relationship between the 
two hand heights in the case of 2:3. 

Overall, this episode demonstrates the pedagogical utility of building from learners’ 
gestured ideas and then co-constructing new gestures that elaborate and extend these ideas. Ela 
started out using her hands to demonstrate her idea about the distance between the cursors 
increasing by a half for every unit the left cursor increased. Dor built on this idea by instructing 
her in a new way to move her hands to represent the multiplicative relationship between the left 
and right cursor. He showed her a new mathematical way of attending to the same movement 
(Shvarts & Abrahamson, 2019). Then he tested her understanding of this new approach by 
having her apply it to predict the right hand’s position when given the position of the left hand. 
As part of guiding this processes, Dor uses touch to direct Ela (c.f. studies of touch as part of 
giving directives in socialization processes, M. H. Goodwin & Cekaite, 2018). Later, when Ela 
became stuck, Dor used his own hands to interact with and literally reach into Ela’s gesture. By 
interacting with the gesture, Dor enhances it, demonstrating how the gesture can be used to make 
a new kind of mathematical prediction. Co-constructing this approach through gesture impacted 
Ela, who later was able to apply it to the new situation of thinking about differences in speed. 

4.9 Discussion and concluding remarks 
My goal in this paper was to identify and characterize ways educators can be responsive 

to learners’ multimodally-expressed embodied ideas when they use embodied learning 
technologies for mathematics. I presented three ways that educators can be responsive that 
included (1) explicitly encouraging learners to use gesture to express and reflect on their 
embodied ideas, (2) using multimodal candidate understandings to check their comprehension of 
learners’ embodied ideas, and (3) co-constructing multimodally-expressed embodied ideas using 
gesture with learners. To illustrate each form of responsiveness, I used extended fine-grained 
examples, analyzed moment-by-moment, to show how these practices can help learners make 
new discoveries and connect their embodied experiences with mathematical ways of perceiving 
and organizing the world. By drawing on ethnomethodological conversation analysis and Co-
Operative Action, I was able to reveal the embodied, multimodal methods and resources tutors 
and learners used to negotiate these new meanings together. 

My investigation contributes to filling current gaps in our understanding of how learning 
can be facilitated with digital technologies designed to deliberately incorporate the body into 
learning mathematics. Embodied learning technologies pose unique problems for teaching, since 
they engage learners to use their bodies to explore mathematical content through discovery. 
Educators must find ways to guide learners towards disciplinary mathematical understandings by 
starting with learners’ embodied experiences of perceiving and moving. In my analysis, I 
demonstrated that by eliciting, engaging with, and building on leaners’ multimodally-expressed 
ideas, educators are in a better, more informed position for making decisions about what kinds of 
guidance and scaffolding to offer next, leading students towards productive discoveries. Thus, 
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these responsive teaching strategies allow for a form of embodied proximal formative assessment 
(Erickson, 2007). 

I also demonstrated that paying attention to learners’ gesture is not only helpful for 
understanding the content of ideas, but that it can also help educators appreciate learners’ 
epistemic stances about the ideas. In all three cases, learners used their hands to create embodied 
displays of uncertainty. For example, Ben uses a spinning hand to show that he is searching for 
the right words, and when he finds a word, he moves his hand and body from side to side to 
signal that the word he has come up with may not be quite right. Tal uses an embodied display—
an opened hand waving back and forth—to share a similar sentiment when she is trying to 
describe the distance she has noticed. And finally, Ela hesitates, visibly hovering her hand before 
putting it into position when she and her tutor co-construct a gesture together. Monitoring 
learners’ gestures for embodied displays of epistemic stance presents a powerful resource for 
responding appropriately and productively to learners in the moment. In the cases I presented, 
tutors responded to learners’ uncertainty by encouraging them to continue and elaborate their 
explanations, signaling to learners that their ideas were worthwhile, even when incomplete or 
uncertain. In all three cases, rather than give up, learners continued to work through their 
hesitation, sharing their unfolding thoughts, and each made productive discoveries. 

In addition, I also showed that embodied responsive teaching practices provide important 
opportunities for learners to reflect on embodied ideas. Eliciting, engaging, and building on 
learners embodied ideas provide opportunities for learners to engage in embodied metacognition 
– where they are given a chance to deliberately consider how they know something with the 
body or how they are thinking with their bodies. I suspect that educators’ responsiveness to 
learners’ multimodally-expressed embodied thinking sends an important epistemic message to 
students that the body is a valuable and legitimate resource for doing mathematics. I agree with 
Pierson (2008) and Boaler (2002) that “different pedagogies are not just vehicles for more or less 
knowledge, they shape the nature of the knowledge produced and define the identities students 
develop as mathematics learners through the practices in which they engage” (Boaler, 2002, 
p.132, as quoted by Pierson 2008, italics added). 

The multimodal nature of responsive teaching points to the need for more research to 
investigate multimodal communication in technology-enabled embodied mathematics learning 
settings as a dialogic phenomenon. While teacher and student gesture has been thoroughly 
investigated for the last 30 years, current research tends to focus on how teachers and students 
gesture independently without attending to how educators’ gestures shape learners’ gestures, and 
vice versa. Very little attention has been paid to how gestures and other multimodal resources 
come into contact and interanimate each other (Bahktin, 1981). Charles Goodwin’s Co-Operative 
Action Framework, along with ethnomethodological conversation analysis,  provide useful 
guidance for investigating how multimodal resources like gesture are re-used and transformed.  

My study has several limitations. First, I have investigated embodied responsive teaching 
in the case of a particular embodied mathematics learning technology, the Mathematical Imagery 
Trainer for Proportions. However, informally I have observed these responsive practices across a 
number of different embodied learning designs for mathematics that feature different kinds of 
embodied interfaces and interactions (e.g., mathematics learning technologies that employ touch 
screens). I have also observed these practices being used by different educators. Therefore, I 
suspect that the practices I identify may generalize across cases of different embodied 
mathematics learning technologies and different instructors. This would be an important area for 
future research. A second limitation is that I have only characterized three practices, and I 
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suspect there are many more to be discovered and highlighted. I hope this work will be built 
upon by future inquiries into the multimodal nature of responsive teaching and clinical 
interviewing practice.  

Overall, my analysis contributes to knowledge on responsive teaching and clinical 
interviewing with digital mathematics learning technologies by extending the discursive focus on 
these practices to also include multimodal communication like gesture. Responsive teaching that 
attends to learners’ embodied ideas is, itself, an embodied practice that involves recruiting the 
body to encourage gesture, to demonstrate interpretations of students’ ideas, and to co-gesture. 
While teaching practices are thoroughly investigated verbally, less often are the embodied 
aspects of these practices highlighted and investigated. My study helps bring to light these “seen-
but-unnoticed” (Garfinkel, 2002) aspects of instructional work that are frequently overlooked. 
An additional area for future research would be investigating how teachers can learn embodied 
practices of attending to and interpreting learners’ multimodally-expressed embodied ideas, 
especially in the case of embodied learning technologies.  
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5 Conclusion 

My dissertation demonstrates how dialogic gesture can play a number of different roles 
that support mathematics and computer science learning. My first paper presented a framework 
drawing on sociocultural studies, Goodwin’s Co-Operative Action Framework, and 
ethnomethodology and conversation analysis (EMCA), to understand how dialogic gesture in 
adult–child dyads can provide a mechanism for children to connect spontaneous experience with 
cultural forms. This study also illustrated how multimodal revoicing can take many forms. My 
second paper presented a number of ways gesture is used dialogically to coordinate IRE/F 
sequences in whole-class discussions to make knowledge publicly available. In particular, I 
showed how gesture is used in eliciting students’ contributions, clarifying students’ responses, 
co-constructing responses with students, evaluating students’ responses, and building on 
students’ responses. Finally, my third paper demonstrates how responsive teaching can make use 
of dialogic gesture, illustrating how tutors attend to and engage with students’ multimodally-
expressed ideas in order to lead them towards new mathematical discoveries.  

My work contributes to learning theory by expanding our understanding of the forms and 
functions of multimodality in classroom discourse and tutorial interactions. This work has also 
produced implications for instructional practice by suggesting effective multimodal discursive 
moves instructors can use to facilitate meaning-making in mathematics and computer science. 
Overall, however, I believe that my investigations have only scratched the surface of dialogic 
gesture in STEM learning settings. A number of scholars have argued that, in education, we have 
still only managed to characterize a very small amount of the diverse interactional practices, 
processes, and mechanisms involved in teaching and learning (e.g., Erickson, 2011; Koschmann 
et al., 2005). I agree that there is still much to discover and am excited to continue examining 
how multimodal communicational practices create opportunities for learning. The collection of 
studies I presented here has opened up a number of interesting avenues for future work.   

Each of my current investigations has examined dialogic gesture in the case of 
individuals with similar sensory access to the world. In a next project, I am interested in 
understanding interactional learning processes with embodied learning technologies that are re-
imagined to support collaborative STEM learning for sensorily heterogeneous learners (e.g., 
visually impaired and sighted students; Abrahamson et al., 2019). I will examine the meaning-
making processes that learners with different perceptual faculties engage in when working 
together. I hypothesize that multimodal semiotic resources that have received less attention in 
education (e.g., tactile gesture) will play important dialogic roles in these negotiations. I am 
particularly interested in understanding how new mathematical and scientific understandings 
may arise from coordinating sensory perceptions in different modalities (tactile, kinesthetic, 
visual, auditory, etc.). For example, visually impaired and non-visually impaired learners may be 
able to develop unique insights together about STEM phenomena by reconciling haptic and 
visual observations. Identifying and characterizing the interactional resources and methods 
sensorily heterogeneous learners use to sense-make together will help to inform the more 
equitable, inclusive design of embodied learning technologies for formal and informal 
educational settings. 

I also plan to embark on two other projects related to dialogic gesture in STEM learning. 
First, I plan to conduct quantitative analyses of the interactional phenomena I have discovered 
(e.g., instructors reformulating learners’ gestures) to better understand how frequently they occur 
and whether they are correlated with particular longitudinal learning outcomes. I plan to conduct 
these investigations in secondary mathematics classrooms: Since many of the interactional 
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phenomena I presented in this dissertation were identified in the specialized case of tutorial 
interactions with an embodied learning technology, I am interested to see if similar practices are 
employed in more traditional learning settings with different teacher-to-student ratios. And 
finally, I also plan to partner with middle school mathematics and computer-science teachers to 
study whether and how teachers can adopt and develop new techniques for using gesture 
dialogically in their classrooms. This study will help us better understand how professional 
development might be designed to support teachers in facilitating embodied STEM learning and 
the multimodal expression of ideas. In addition, by working one-on-one with teachers to explore 
and reflect on the use of dialogic gesture, I will be able to contribute to a deeper understanding of 
how these practices occur “in the wild” and the impact they can have on student learning. 

As STEM educational environments change rapidly to incorporate new technologies and 
tools for learning and teaching, the methods and resources available for collaborative meaning-
making are changing as well. To contribute to the improvement of teaching and learning 
experiences in these environments, my research will continue to extend our knowledge of the 
role multimodal communication plays in how learners achieve mathematical, scientific, and 
computational understandings of our world.  
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Appendix 1: Adapted Jeffersonian transcript conventions (Jefferson, 2004) 

Sample Meaning 
⎡so he was 
⎣you’re it Brackets denote overlapping talk or bodily activity 

Does= Equals signs indicate latching: one utterance follows another unusually quickly 

(2.5)  A number in parentheses indicates a timed pause  

(.) A period in parentheses indicates a pause of less than a tenth of a second  

#only# Pound signs indicate exaggerated voice quality 

. or ¯ Falling pitch; note that punctuation is not used grammatically  

? or  Rising pitch; note that punctuation is not used grammatically  

, Comma indicates slight falling pitch 

if this- Dash indicates cut off, abrupt stop, or unfinished words 

<not yet> Less than and more than symbols indicate slower or drawn out speech  

>hey you< More than and less than symbols indicate rushed or quickly spoken speech 

°maybe° Degree signs indicate quiet speech or whisper 

TAKE IT BACK Capitals denote loud speech, shouting 

Take it now Underline denotes emphasis (voiced stress) 

So::o Colons indicate elongated word or syllable 

hhh h’s indicate audible exhalation 

(and) Single parentheses indicate analyst uncertainty/approximation 

((RH flick)) Double parentheses indicate annotation of bodily activity 
 




